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ABSTRACT 

The relationship of dream imaginativeness and dream 

implausibility to waking creativity and metaphorical ability was 

examined among 126 undergraduates using two-week dream diaries. A 

significant relationship was found between scores on the College 

Vocabulary Test and the Remote Associates Test on the one hand, 

and report length, implausibility and dream recall frequency on 

the other. A causal analysis suggested that verbal intelligence, 

rather than creativity or metaphorical ability, was the factor 

underlying the correlations. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This manuscript describes a study that investigated a 

hypothesized relationship between imaginativeness in dreams and 

the waking ability to create metaphors and form remote 

associates. First, the fundamental theoretical issues underlying 

the study will be discussed. Second, a detailed description of 

the study's methods are given. Third, the results are described. 

And fourth, the results are discussed. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE THEORETICAL QUESTION 

Are dreams analogies? Though the question is easily stated, 

its history and background are complex. To discuss this issue 

involves ventures into three domains of psychology: dreams, 

cognitive processes, and creativity. 

Dreams Ah Analogies 

The notion that dreams express important information in the 

form of metaphors or analogies is not novel. The Bible tells how 

Joseph interpreted pharoah's dream of seven fat and seven lean 

cows as a metaphor, foretelling seven years of plenty and another 

seven of famine for Egypt (Genesis. 41:1-36). Artemidorus, the 

Greek writer of the second century A.D., stated in his book on 

dream interpretation that dreams fall into two classes: first, 

the "theoromatic" which literally come true just as they have 

appeared to the dreamer, and second, the "allegorical," which are 

not literally true but disclose their meaning metaphorically 

(Artemidorus, 1975). 

In the classical or medieval periods, when a thinker wished 

to indicate that dreams could be interpreted as analogues to 

something else, the dreams were called "allegorical." In the 

modern period the same idea has commonly been expressed by 



calling them "symbolic." Freud (1900/1965) proposed a system of 

dream interpretation based on analogy, in which each dream is 

assumed to represent the metaphorical gratification of an 

infantile wish. "Digging a field" is an analogy for incest, in 

which "shovel" corresponds to "penis" and "field" to "mother". To 

interpret a dream in the Freudian fashion is to identify the 

unconscious infantile situation which the dream reflects in 

analogous form. 

Freud's method of interpretation assumes that the underlying 

situation represented by a dream always involves an infantile 

wish, and that the individual elements metaphorically represented 

in the dream invariably come from a narrow class of objects i.e. 

mother, father, penis, vagina, intercourse, castration, murder, 

and a few others. The novelty of the theory lies not in Freud's 

assertion that dream's are "symbolic" or analogical, an idea at 

least as old as the Bible itself, but in his insistence that the 

situations metaphorically reflected in dreams are always of one 

very specific kind. 

Another group of psychological theorists has accepted the 

view that dreams are metaphors or analogies, but argued that the 

situations referred to in dreams are much more diverse than Freud 

believed. The fundamental assertions of this approach, first 

formulated by Jung (1948/1960a; 1948/1960b) but later adopted by 

writers outside the Jungian tradition (Faraday, 1972; 1974; 

Tolaas, 1986; Ullman, 1986; Ullman and Zimmerman, 1979), and even 



by one cognitive scientist (Antrobus, 1977; 1978), can be 

summarized as follows: 

(1) Dreams do not always or even usually contain symbolic 

representations of repressed infantile wishes. Instead, most 

dreams are metaphorical analogies that represent situations or 

problems of importance to the dreamer in waking life. 

(2) The fact that dreams use analogy and metaphor to describe 

waking situations does not indicate an impulse to disguise the 

truth. Analogy and metaphor are natural human modes of 

communication and self-expression, and to view them as attempts 

to hide or distort is a mistake. 

(3) The range of objects represented by the characters, objects 

and animals in a dream is not limited to the sexual, and, in 

fact, can be very broad. For example, a bull in a dream might 

symbolize an aspect of the dreamer's own personality (perhaps his 

tendency to "charge" other people on slight provocation), an 

abstract idea (the generative power of nature), or a real person 

in the dreamer's waking life (perhaps someone who has been 

"bullying" the dreamer). There is no set rule that can tell what 

a particular symbol means in a particular dream. Information 

about the dreamer's waking life, his associations to the symbol, 

and the surrounding context of the dream, are usually necessary 

for a valid interpretation. 

(4) The function of dreams is not to satisfy infantile wishes, 



but to help the dreamer achieve a more adaptive attitude in 

waking life or to improve the adaptiveness of his mental models. 

Numerous examples of dream interpretations based on these 

assumptions can be found in the works of the authors mentioned 

above. For instance, Zimmerman and Ullman describe a man about to 

be married who had the following dream: 

I found myself in New York City, looking up at the Empire 

State Building and wondering why they were adding twenty-six 

stories to the height of the building. (Ullman and Zimmerman, 

1980, p. 140). 

The dreamer was a tall strong man. His fiance was 26 years old. 

Ullman interpreted the dream to mean that the dreamer was having 

doubts about the changes that marriage would bring to his life. 

The dream used "expanding a building" as an analogy for marriage, 

suggesting the concepts of growth and expansion, but also the 

idea of changing something that was good enough already. 

Cognitive Psychology and Analogy 

Jung's four-part theory of dreams-as-analogies has not been 

adopted, or even seriously examined, by most contemporary dream 

researchers. At least one reason for this neglect has been the 

apparent distance separating Jung's theories and terminology from 



the rest of psychology. Too often his ideas seem to exist as 

islands, tantalizingly attractive but unconnected to the mainland 

of the American psychological tradition. 

However, recent developments hold the promise of connecting 

Jung's dream theory to the greater body of psychological 

knowledge, since during the last decade cognitive scientists have 

begun to turn seriously to the subjects of metaphor and analogy. 

Writing from the perspectives of philosophy and linguistics, 

Lakoff and Johnson (1980) have asserted that metaphor is not a 

trivial literary device, but the very foundation upon which much 

human cognition is based. And within the discipline of cognitive 

psychology, workers have begun to gather empirical evidence and 

formulate theories relating analogy to cognitive development, 

induction, problem solving, and schema formation (Gick and 

Holyoak, 1980; 1983; Holland et al.. 1986; Holyoak, 1984). 

According to Holyoak, analogical thinking consists in finding 

a mapping or set of correspondences between the elements of two 

different sets (Holyoak, 1982). For example, the well-known 

analogy between atomic structure and the planetary system 

involves the assertion that the relationship between an atom's 

electrons and nucleus is similar to that beween the planets and 

the sun, with the first elements in each set traveling in 

concentric orbits around the second. 

Normally, the assertion that an analogy exists between two 

sets of objects does not entail the assertion that any particular 



element in the first set shares attributes with its corresponding 

element in the second. Thus, the analogy between the atom and the 

planetary system does not entail the supposition that an atom's 

nucleus, like the sun, is gaseous and tremendously hot. In an 

analogy, the emphasis is usually on similar relationships rather 

than shared attributes. 

Nor does "analogy" necessarily mean the type of analogy items 

typically found in intelligence tests: "Finger is to hand as toe 

is to ." Such an analogy with the form A:B::C:D has 

been termed a "simple analogy" by Gentner (1982), and forms a 

special subcategory of analogy. More common are complex analogies 

such as, "Our involvement in El Salvador is like our involvement 

in Viet Nam." Such an analogy involves a comparison of multiple 

elements and relationships. In each set there is a powerful 

president, a perceived threat of communism, a long-distance 

struggle against a popularly supported guerrilla force, a 

compliant congress, a measure of public apathy and blindness, and 

so on. 

Although analogy has only recently become an object of 

inquiry for cognitive psychology, some important ideas and 

distinctions have already been advanced which have potential 

usefulness in considering dreams. 

(a) The function of analogical thinking. Some preliminary and 

incomplete speculations have been made regarding the function of 

analogical thinking. Gick and Holyoak (1980) have pointed out 



that analogical thinking is useful for solving novel problems. 

Holyoak (1982) has discussed the role that analogy plays in 

literary expression . Gentner (1982) has discussed the use of 

analogy in scientific communication and problem-solving, and has 

differentiated between the uses which science and literature make 

of extended analogies. Holland et al. (1986) have discussed the 

intimate link between analogy and other forms of induction. 

(b) Base and target. Gentner (1982) first introduced the 

distinction between an analogy's "base" and its "target". In most 

analogies, one of the two sets of elements being compared is more 

familiar and better understood and is called the "base," whereas 

the second set is usually less well understood and is called the 

"target." In the analogy between an atom and the solar system, 

for instance, the solar system is the known "base" which 

scientists have used to understand the "target" of the atom. And 

in the analogy between Viet Nam and El Salvador, the Viet Nam 

situation is the more familiar "base" in terms of which the 

"target" El Salvador situation might be understood. 

(c) Metaphorical and non-metaphorical analogy. Holyoak (1982) 

has suggested that an analogy can be more or less "metaphorical," 

depending on the degree to which the elements of the two sets 

compared belong to semantically related domains. In an analogy 

toward the metaphorical end of the continuum, the comparison 

involves semantic domains that are widely separated. For 

instance, in the statement "Churchill defended England as a 



bulldog does Its backyard," the analogy Is highly metaphorical, 

since "Churchill" and "England" belong to quite different 

semantic domains from "bulldog" and "backyard." However, in the 

statement "Churchill defended England as Lincoln did the Union," 

the analogy is far less metaphorical, since Churchill and Lincoln 

both belong to the domain of "statesmen," and England and the 

Union to that of "nations." Vorth noting is that metaphorical 

analogies are not necessarily ornamental and often have great 

practical utility. For instance, despite its limitations, the 

highly metaphorical analogy between the atom and the solar system 

has proven very useful in both experimental physics and science 

education. 

Dreams As Analogies: A Cognitive Restatement 

The terminology and theoretical framework developed by 

contemporary cognitive scientists provide a precise, integrated 

way to discuss the concept of dreams-as-analogies. 

First, the nature of Freud's dream theory can be restated as 

follows: a dream is an analogy, highly metaphorical, in which the 

"target" (which he called the "latent content") is always an 

infantile wish, and the elements of the "target" domain 

invariably belong to a small class of objects (penis, vagina, 

intercourse, etc.). 



Jung's theory can also be restated In the more modern terms: 

a dream Is usually an analogical representation, more or less 

metaphorical, of situations or problems currently important to 

the dreamer. Metaphorical dreams are those in which the domain of 

the dream symbols is distant from the domain of the target 

situation. That is, the surface imagery is only remotely related 

to the underlying situation which the dream is depicting. For 

instance, the dream of the Empire State Building described 

earlier is a highly metaphorical dream, since the domain of the 

dream imagery (building and construction) is quite distant from 

that of the target situation (marriage and changing one's life). 

Less metaphorical would have been a dream in which the dreamer's 

fiancee entered his house and started to boss him around. Such a 

dream would have been a much inore literal analogical picture of 

the dreamer's concerns and fears. 

According to Jung, many of the metaphors in dreams are 

personifications. Personification is a specific type of metaphor 

in which one object (usually an abstract entity, such as "the 

United States" or "craftiness") is represented by a human or 

animal character (such as "Uncle Sam" or a fox). When Jung 

asserts that the characters in a dream can represent aspects of 

the dreamer's own personality, he is essentially making an 

argument that dreams often use the metaphorical device of 

personification. 



Interestingly, the framework of cognitive psychology provides 

precise ways to express other aspects of Jung's dream theory. For 

example, the process of Jungian dream interpretation can be 

analyzed within the framework that Holyoak (1984) has developed 

to analyze the process of analogical problem solving. In dream 

interpretation the manifest content of a dream is the "base" and 

the latent content the "target," where the terms "latent" and 

"manifest" refer respectively to the "surface symbolism" and the 

"underlying referent" of a dream and are not used according to 

their strict Freudian definitions. 

The first step in Jungian dream interpretation is to 

construct a mental model of the dream's manifest content, 

identifying its most important elements along with their 

attributes and relationships. The second step is to discover the 

underlying or target situation to which the dream is referring. 

The third is to do a partial mapping between the base and target, 

that is, between the manifest symbolism of the dream and the 

underlying situation to which the dream refers. And the fourth is 

to extend the mapping, using the base analogy (the dream) to gain 

new insight about the target (the situation it refers to), and 

vice-versa. 

To re-express Jung's ideas in new terminology with the simple 

purpose of making them appear more up-to-date would be 

indefensible. But the re-formulations given above are justified 



insofar as they render Jung's ideas more precise and explicit, 

making them easier to understand and evaluate. 

Testing the Idea of Dreams-as-Analogies 

Most empirical studies that have set out to test the idea of 

dreams-as-analogies have started with a Freudian or quasi-

Freudian form of the hypothesis, assuming that the underlying 

situations metaphorically represented in dreams typically center 

around some wish or impulse of a sexual or aggressive nature. For 

instance, Hall and Van de Castle (1965) attempted to show that 

men's dreams more often contain metaphorical depictions of 

castration anxiety than do women's, and that women's dreams more 

often contain depictions of penis envy. In his longitudinal study 

of children's dreams, Foulkes (1982) examined evidence for the 

hypothesis that animals in children's dreams are metaphorical 

representations of the dreamer's poorly controlled or 

unintegrated impulses. 

Almost non-existent, though, have been studies to test the 

hypothesis of dreams-as-analogies in its Jungian form. Little 

attention has been given to the possibility that dreams might be 

metaphorical representations of situations that are not primarily 

sexual or aggressive in nature. 

The present study represents one small step toward testing 



the hypothesis in its Jungian form. The reasoning which has 

shaped the present study is as follows: 

(1) Dreams are analogies representing situations or problems 

of importance to the dreamer. 

(2) Although some dream analogies are extremely metaphorical, 

others are less so. 

(3) Some people have an unusual ability in waking life to 

form novel or unusual metaphors. It is reasonable to predict that 

these people will display the same ability in forming dream 

metaphors. That is, the images in their dreams will be especially 

fresh or unusual. 

(4) Furthermore, some people have an unusual ability to make 

connections between semantically distant domains and to form 

"remote" associations. One might predict that when these people 

form analogies, the elements of the "target" and "base" will come 

from semantically distant domains more often than is normally 

true, and that in their dreams the manifest content will be 

unusally "remote" from the dreamer's mundane experience. For 

example, if an individual low in this ability were dreaming about 

a quarrel with a friend, she might construct a dream analogy 

using elements from the same semantic domain as the underlying or 

target situation: the setting of the dream would be similar to 

the dreamer's waking environment, the characters in the dreams 

would be similar to the dreamer's real acquaintances, and she 

might dream, for example, that her sister and brother were having 



a quarrel. By contrast, if an individual hlph in this ability 

were dreaming about the same topic, she would be more likely to 

choose elements from a remote semantic domain: the setting of the 

dream might be the arctic north, the characters eskimos and polar 

bears, and she might dream that the polar bears were attacking 

the eskimos. 

The present study thus makes two experimental hypotheses: 

1. There will be a positive relationship between an 

individual's waking ability to form novel metaphors, and the 

presence of unusual or novel images in that person's dreams. 

2. There will be a positive relationship between an 

individual's waking ability to form remote associations and 

the presence of unusual or novel elements in that person's 

dreams. 

Creativity. Metaphor. Remote Associations and Dreams 

It would be reasonable to suppose that the ability to form 

novel metaphors is closely related to the ability to form remote 

associations. Although there is little or no direct evidence 

demonstrating that the two abilities are correlated, measures of 

both have been found to correlate with external criteria for 



creativity (Mednick and Mednick, 1967), and an argument might be 

made that both abilities tap strongly into the underlying factor 

of "creativity." 

Pertinent, therefore, is experimental evidence suggesting 

that waking creativity is related to unusual and novel dream 

content. Domino (1976) found that the dreams of creative 

adolescents tended to contain more evidence of "primary process 

thinking" than the dreams of non-creative controls. Sladeczek and 

Domino (1985) found that the dreams of adults judged creative 

were more "distorted," "regressive" and visual than those of 

adults not judged creative, and that dream scores for Auld's 

Primary Process scale correlated significantly with scores for 

"regression" (r - .59) and "distortion" (r - .73). Cann and 

Donderi (1986), using a scale developed by Kluger to measure the 

degree of "archetypal" content in dreams (Kluger, 1975), reported 

a significant positive correlation between subjects' Intuition 

scores on the Kyers-Briggs Type Indicator and the frequency with 

which these subjects reported "archetypal" dreams. Because MBTI 

intuition scores appear to be related to creativity, and because 

"archetypal" dreams in this second study were defined as being 

more emotional and irrational and less "everyday," Cann and 

Donderi's findings would seem consistent with those of Domino and 

of Sladeczek and Domino: waking creativity seems to be related to 

the presence of unusual, less mundane dream imagery. 



A weakness of all three studies, however, is the failure to 

control for dream length. Noting that scores on dream scales 

measuring "dreamlike quality" and visual and verbal imagery are 

highly related to dream length, Antrobus (1983, 1986) has 

suggested that "everyday" and "bizarre" dreams may be alike in 

quality and differ only in respect to length. Auld's Scale for 

Primary Process Thinking is vulnerable to such a critique. For 

instance, Auld reports that scores on the scale have a 

correlation of .60 with dream length (Auld et al.. 1968). 

Following Antrobus, one could argue that the findings of Domino 

(1976) and Sladeczek and Domino (1985) simply indicate that 

creative individuals give longer dream reports, producing an 

artifactual inflation of scores for "primary process." A similar 

objection could be raised to Cann and Donderi's study (1986). 

These researchers did not report the correlation between dream 

length and scores for "archetypal" content using Kluger's scale. 

However, as will be reported later in this article, the present 

study found the correlation to be .56. 

In respect to the relationship of dreams and creativity, the 

following argument would appear reasonable: 

(1)Insofar as creativity is related to the ability to form novel 

metaphors and the ability to make "remote" associations, one 

would expect the dreams of creative individuals to contain more 

unusual and novel images. 



(2) Furthermore, dream length could reasonably be expected to 

relate to waking creativity, with creative individuals being more 

generative and so having longer dreams. 

(3) However, one would still expect the dreams of creative 

individuals to contain more unusual and novel images, even if the 

influence of dream length were controlled for. Put another way, 

if one were to select dreams of the same length from two 

dreamers, one creative and the other not creative, one would 

still expect the dreams of the creative individual to contain 

more unusual and novel imagery. 

This argument leads to the third experimental hypothesis of the 

present study: 

S. 

3. Waking creativity will be positively correlated with the 

presence of novel or unusual dream imagery, even when dream 

length is controlled for. 



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

Subjects for the study were 51 male and 75 female 

undergraduates enrolled in an introductory psychology class who 

received class credit and a small financial reward for their 

participation. Before beginning the study all subjects were 

required to confirm in writing that (a) they normally remembered 

their dreams at least twice a week, and (b) the first language 

they learned to speak was English. Subjects were informed 

beforehand that the purpose of the experiment would not be 

explained to them until data collection was complete. 

S. 

Collection of Dreams 

Experimental participation began when subjects attended an 

orientation meeting where they were given pre-printed dream 

diaries. Subjects were told that over a two week period they were 

to record all dreams on a daily basis in their diaries, using a 

separate page for each dream, and to hand in their dreams at 

intervals of no more than 4 days. They were instructed to follow 

certain conventions, similar to those developed by Hall and Van 

de Castle (1966), when recording their dreams. Specifically, they 

were asked to make reports as full and accurate as possible, 



describing all characters and settings, and giving the sex and 

age of each dream character. 

In order to maximize the number and frankness of reports, two 

suggestions of Urbina (1981) concerning dream collection were 

followed. First, subjects were given practical suggestions on how 

to maximize their dream recall. Secondly, they were asked to 

write only their identification number and not their names on 

dream reports, and were assured that data would be kept 

absolutely confidential. 

Dreams were collected over the predetermined two-week period. 

Over 90% of all dreams were handed in within 4 days of the night 

they occured. Although some "late" dreams were accepted by the 

experimenters, three subjects were eliminated from the study 

because they waited more than' six days to hand in a dream, or 

were late more than once in handing in dreams. This procedure was 

adopted in order to assure that dreams were recorded soon after 

they occured. 

After all dreams (N - 907) had been collected, they were 

scored by judges blind to the identity of the dreamers. All 

dreams received scores on the following measures: (a) The Scale 

of Primary Process Thinking developed for dream reports by Auld 

et al. (1968); (b) A revised version of the "Everydayness Scale" 

developed by Kluger (1975); (c) Number of male and female 

characters, and indoor and outdoor settings, according to the 



scoring rules developed by Hall and Van de Castle (1966); (d) 

number of words. 

Dream content scores were then aggregated for each subject 

and the two following statistics computed: 

(A) Average Primary Process Score - (sum of Primary Process 

scores for this Individual's dreams) / (number of dreams 

for this individual). 

(B) Average Everydayness Score - (sum of Everydayness scores 

for this individual's dreams) / (number of dreams for this 

individual). 

(C) Number of Words - (sum of number of words in all 

dream reports for this individual) / (number of dreams 

for this individual). 

Administration and Scoring of Tests 

Subjects were administered written tests and questionnaires 

at three separate testing sessions. The first session occured at 

the same orientation meeting where subjects were instructed how 

to keep their dream diaries. Subjects were administered the 

College Vocabulary Test (CVT) developed by Gough and Sampson 

(1954) and the Individual Differences Questionnaire developed by 

Paivio (Paivio, 1971; Paivio and Harshman, 1983). 

The second and third testing sessions were held following the 

two weeks for which the dream diaries were kept. At the second 



session subjects were administered the Obscure Figures Test 

(McReynolds and Acker, 1968) and the Remote Associates Test 

(Mednick and Nednick, 1967). At the third session subjects were 

administered the Similes Test (Schaefer, 1971), the Barron-Velsh 

Art Scale (Welsh, 1959), and the Adjective Check List (Gough and 

Heilbrun, 1965). At the end of the third session, the 

experimenters gave a presentation explaining to subjects the 

purpose of the study and the reason for its methodology. 

The College Vocabulary Test, the Remote Associates Test and 

the Barron-Welsh Art Scale were scored using the keys provided by 

the test developers. The Creativity scale for the Adjective Check 

List was scored using the key developed by Domino (1970). The 

Individual Differences Questionnaire was scored for "Verbal" and 

"Imagery" scales, and for six "factor" scales, following the 

scale descriptions given by Paivio and Harshman (1983). 

The Obscure Figures Test requires subjects to look at 

ambiguous figure drawings and then give fresh imaginative 

descriptions of what these drawings might represent. The Similes 

Test requires them to provide fresh and imaginative endings for 

sentence stems such as "The night was as dark as . . . ." For 

both tests, scorers rate subjects' responses for originality and 

appropriateness. 

In the present study, one judge scored the Obscure Figures 

Test following the rules given in its manual for rating 

originality and appropriateness (McReynolds and Acker, 1968). A 



second judge scored the Similes Test following a somewhat 

different procedure. The manual for the Similes Test (Schaefer, 

1971) gives detailed scoring rules but, unlike that for the 

Obscure Figures Test, also provides a detailed list of possible 

responses and how they should be scored. The second judge relied 

heavily on this list, assigning the suggested scores to any 

subject responses that were included on the list. 

Statistical Analysis 

In order to test the hypothesis that a positive relationship 

exists between dream imaginativeness on the one hand, and waking 

ability to create similes and form remote associates on the 

other, the causal model portrayed in Model 1 (see Figure 1) was 

to be tested using the computer program EQS (Bentler, 1985). 

Several features of Model 1 deserve special emphasis. First, the 

model assumes that scores on the RAT and the Similes Test are 

both affected by vocabulary knowledge. 

Secondly, the model assumes that scores on both the 

RAT and the Similes Test are also affected by an underlying 

factor, here called "the ability to notice connections between 

remote semantic domains." 

Third, the model assumes that this ability is independent 

from and uncorrelated with vocabulary knowledge. 
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Fourth, the model assumes that the ability to notice 

connections between remote semantic domains has a direct effect 

on dream imaginativeness, as well as an indirect effect via dream 

length. Dream imaginativeness is here defined as the degree to 

which a dream employs imagery that is remote from everyday life 

or portrays unlikely or impossible events. 

Fifth, the model assumes that vocabulary knowledge does not 

have any effects, either direct or indirect, on dream 

imaginativeness. 

In other words, the model assumes that there is some factor, 

independent of vocabulary knowledge, which affects RAT and 

Similes scores as well as dream imaginativeness. 

Even before data was collected, Model 1 was recognized to be 

problematic because it was based on several untested assumptions. 

Therefore, two alternative models were proposed based on a 

similar but separate set of assumptions. Model 2 (see Figure 2) 

is adjusted to the modified hypothesis that a common factor 

besides Vocabulary ability affects Similes Scores and dream 

imaginativeness, but not RAT scores. Model 3 (See Figure 3) is 

adjusted to a parallel hypothesis that a common factor affects 

RAT scores and dream imaginativeness but not Similes scores. 

In addition to the causal modeling just described, subsidiary 

data analyses were planned, calculating correlations between all 

scores on waking tests and all dream measures. No predictions 



were made concerning these correlations. They were computed only 

for the purpose of generating hypotheses for further studies. 

Instruments 

Several of the instruments used in this study are well-known 

and widely used, and reliability and validity data for them is 

not provided here. However, the less well known instruments are 

discussed in the section that follows. 

The Similes Test (Schaefer, 1971; Schaefer, 1975) exists in 

two alternate forms. Form I, which was used in the present study, 

contains ten items, each consisting of a stem, such as "He was 

tired as a . . .which the subject is asked to complete in 

three different ways. Responses are scored for originality and 

appropriateness. The test was designed to test facility creating 

fresh similes, a skill which the test author believed to be 

related to creativity. 

The Similes Test was chosen for the present study because 

facility in creating similes may reasonably be assumed to be 

related to facility in creating metaphors. A simile is a figure 

of language in which two separate entities are said to be alike 

because of a shared attribute which is usually explicitly named. 

For example, "The shopkeeper was as mad as a hornet" is a simile 



in which a shopkeeper and hornet are said to be alike because of 

the shared attribute of being "mad.'' 

Like a simile, a metaphor is a figure of speech involving 

comparison between two entities. However, in a metaphor the basis 

for comparison is usually implied rather than explicit, and the 

entities are actually said to be identical with each other. For 

instance, in the metaphor "The quarterback was a mad bull, 

running this way and that across the football field," the 

quarterback is said to be a bull, and not simply to be like a 

bull. Furthermore, the basis of comparison is not stated 

outright. Presumably the quarterback, like a mad bull, is 

dangerous, powerful and unpredictable, but the metaphor does not 

say so explicitly. 

Although distinct from each other, simile and metaphor 

probably arise from similar mental processes. Both require the 

recognition of a shared quality or set of qualities between two 

entities. Once the resemblance has been noticed, a metaphor 

states that the two entities are the same, whereas a simile notes 

that they are separate though sharing a common characteristic. 

Given the close resemblance between the two figures of speech, 

however, skill in creating one is probably closely related to 

skill in creating the other. And insofar as the Similes Test is a 

valid measure of the ability to form similes, it can also be 

assumed to be a valid measure of the ability to create metaphors. 



Although the Similes Test was first developed for use with 

elementary school children, the test manual (Schaefer, 1971) 

reports the test has been used with college students and 

elementary school teachers. Even among the college students, the 

highest score actually obtained by a subject (104) was far below 

the highest score possible (150), indicating that the test's 

ceiling is quite high. 

The manual also reports that odd-even reliability for the 

Similes Test Form 1, computed for the scores of fifth graders and 

adjusted by the Spearman-Brown formula, was .84. The correlation 

of each item of the Similes I with total score was computed for 

the group of college students. Each item was found to be 

significantly correlated with total score. The medium correlation 

was .50 (range .29 to .61) indicating that the scale has high 

internal consistency. An interscorer reliability coefficient 

obtained using two scorers and 30 tests was .93 for the 

Similes 1. 

Validity data for the Similes Test comes mainly from 

studies of elementary school students, where scores have been 

found to correlate significantly with teacher ratings of 

creativity and with scores on the three verbal tests of the 

Torrance Creativity battery: Ask Questions, Unusual Uses, and 

Just Suppose. In a group of 52 female college students, scores on 

the Similes Test were found to correlate .31 (p < .05) with 



scores on a Biographical Inventory designed to measure creative 

achievement in the writing field. 

In a study of identical and fraternal twins, ages 13 to 19, 

Domino et al. (1976) found that scores on the Similes test 

correlated .53 and .38 with scores on the Quick Word Test 

(Borgatta and Corsini, 1964) for identical and fraternal twins 

respectively, .44 and .38 with scores on the Remote Associates 

Test, and .48 and .34 with scores on the Obscure Figures Test. 

The Similes test has also been used in studies examining the 

relationship of creativity to the practice of Transcendental 

Meditation (Domino,1977) and to ability to manipulate tangrams 

(Domino, 1980). 

The Remote Associates Test. Remote Associates Test (Mednick & 

Mednick, 1967) exists in two alternate forms. Form I, which was 

used in the present study, contains 30 items, each consisting of 

three stimulus words. The subject's task is to think of a word 

which relates to all three through association. For instance, the 

stimulus words might be "rat," "blue," and "cottage," and the 

subject's task would be to recognize that one word, "cheese," is 

commonly associated with all three: "rat-cheese, "blue cheese," 

and "cottage cheese." The purpose of such items is to measure the 

subject's facility at recognizing connections between domains 

which are semantically remote from each other. 

The manual for the RAT provides data on reliability, and 

limited information on the test's validity (Mednick & Mednick, 



1967). The odd-even reliability figures for the RAT, computed for 

norm groups of college students and corrected by the Spearman-

Brown formula, ranged from .86 to .92. Validity studies have 

yielded some encouraging results. For a group of 20 architecture 

students, RAT scores were found to correlate .70 with faculty 

ratings of creativity (Hednlck and Halpern, 1962). For a group of 

43 psychology graduate students, RAT scores were correlated .55 

with professors' ratings of the students' research creativity 

(Mednick, 1963). In the twin study by Domino et al. (1976) 

mentioned above, RAT scores were found to correlate .71 and .55 

with Quick Word Vocabulary scores for identical and fraternal 

twins respectively, and to correlate .44 and .38 with Similes 

scores. In a study of 57 college students, Domino (1980) found 

that RAT scores were significantly related to fluency, 

flexibility and originality in the creation of tangram pictures. 

The RAT was chosen for the present study for two reasons. 

First, it apparently measures, among other things, an 

individual's ability to access and relate semantically distant 

domains at the same time. This ability presumably plays an 

important part in the formation of original and appropriate 

analogies, since analogy formation involves a recognition that 

the relationships among one set of objects are the same as those 

among another semantically unrelated set. 

Secondly, the RAT was chosen for this study because evidence 

from earlier research (Domino, 1976; Sladeczek and Domino, 1985) 



has shown that RAT scores are related to scores for Primary 

Process Thinking in dreams. However, as noted above, these 

studies failed to control for the effects of dream length. The 

present study can test whether the previously observed 

relationship between RAT and Primary Process scores is still 

significant once dream length is controlled for. 

The Scale of Primary Process Thinking was developed by Auld 

et al. (1968) to measure the extent to which a dream exhibits 

qualities typical of "primary process thinking" as it was defined 

by Freud. Ratings on the scale extend from 0 to 7, with higher 

ratings being given to dreams that contain elements appearing 

bizarre, illogical, uncanny, improbable or fantastic. In addition 

to the global score for Primary Process thinking, Auld and his 

associates outlined a method to score dreams for the presence of 

specific "Primary Process Mechanisms": condensation; unlikely 

combinations or events; fluid transformations; visual 

representation; symbolism; contradiction; magic occurrences; 

inhibited movement; taboo sexual and aggressive acts. 

Auld et al. found the inter-rater reliability of the Scale of 

Primary Process Thinking to be .876 for a group of 30 dreams. 

They also attempted to compute split-half reliabilities for 

ratings on the scale by collecting at least 10 dreams from 

several subjects (the exact number was unspecified, but appears 

to have been 7) and treating each dream as a "test item." Using 



this method, a corrected reliability coefficient of .87 was 

obtained. Domino (1976) obtained somewhat lower inter-rater 

reliabilities, ranging from .68 to .91, with a median of .79. 

In the present study two judges each rated the same group of 

98 dreams for Primary Process Thinking. The correlation between 

their ratings was found to be .82, which is comparable to the 

level of reliability achieved by Domino, and only slightly below 

that achieved by Auld et al. 

The Evervdavness Scale used in the present study was a 

revision by the author and two undergraduate assistants of a sub-

scale first developed by Kluger (1975) as part of a larger scale 

to measure the presence of what Jung called "archetypal content" 

in dreams (Jung, 1964). The Everydayness Scale attempts to 

measure where a dream falls on a continuuum from "just like 

everyday life" to "very remote from everyday life." A visual 

inspection of the scale indicates that it is mainly measuring the 

degree to which a dream's events are probable or improbable in 

waking life. A dream in which no improbable events occur would 

receive a high score, whereas a dream containing a number of 

highly improbable or impossible events would receive a low score. 

As noted above, the Everydayness scale was used by Cann and 

Donderi (1986), who modified it slightly. The present study 

modified the scale yet further. A copy of the doubly revised 

Everydayness scale is included as Appendix A of this article, and 

differs from Kluger's original scale in the following ways. 



First, Kluger's original scale was essentially categorical. 

Although it yielded ordinal scores ofO, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, and 4, 

they were simply used to categorize dreams as either "everyday" 

or "not everyday," with "everyday" dream being those which 

received a score greater than 1. In the present study the scoring 

system was altered to make the scale more like a continuous 

scale, and to eliminate the fractional score of 1.5. Under the 

system used in the present study, possible scores were 1, 2, 3, 

4, 5, 6 and 7. 

Secondly, the present study reversed the direction of the 

scale. Under Kluger's original system, "Everyday" dreams received 

high scores and "Not Everyday" dreams received low scores. In the 

present system, the direction was reversed so that "Everyday" 

dreams received low scores and "Not Everyday" dreams received 

high scores. This change was instituted simply to make the 

Everydayness scale conform in direction with the Primary Process 

Scale. 

Thirdly, when the judges and the author in the present study 

first attempted to use the Everydayness scale as Kluger 

originally designed it, they found some of the scoring rules 

vague and ambiguous. To improve clarity and inter-rater 

reliability, the rules were made more explicit and detailed. 

Fourthly, in Kluger's original scale, "very unlikely" dreams 

were rated as "less everyday" than those with "an impossible 

twist" to everyday life. Furthermore, no distinction was drawn 



between dreams that contained a series of "very unlikely" events 

and those that contained a series of "impossible" events. 

Therefore, in the present study the scoring rules were changed so 

that dreams with improbable events were consistently scored as 

more everyday than those with impossible events, and that dreams 

with one impossible event were scored as more everyday than those 

with a series of impossible events. 

Fifthly, in the original Everydayness scale, as well as the 

Primary Process Scale, sudden transitions are always scored as 

"impossible events", the implication being that such transitions 

are bizarre and illogical. However, to the author and judges in 

the present study, it seemed that many "sudden transitions" in 

dreams are not illogical at all, but instead resemble the 

standard movie technique where the camera "cuts" from one scene 

to the next with the intervening transition being left out. For 

example, a movie might depict a criminal being arrested, then cut 

to the next scene where he is sitting in a courtroom being 

sentenced to prison. Such a transition is not illogical or 

bizarre, but simply skips over a period of time, leaving the 

viewer to infer what events have transpired in the meantime. It 

seemed to the author and the judges that such "cinematic" 

transitions in a dream should not generally be considered 

"impossible" events, in the same sense that a talking animal or 

the experience of flying might be. Therefore, a distinction was 

drawn between sudden transitions that were "cinematic", involving 



a transition that simply skipped to the next point in a logically 

developing story line, and those that were "non-cinematic," 

involving an illogical or highly unlikely divergence from the 

previous story line. "Cinematic" transitions generally were not 

scored as "distant from everyday life," whereas "non-cinematic" 

transitions were. 

After these changes had been made in the scale, both judges 

scored the same group of 98 dreams. Their ratings of dreams on 

the Everydayness Scale correlated .82, exactly the same inter-

rater reliability as for the Primary Process Scale. Furthermore, 

the two judges' scores on the Everydayness Scale were found to 

correlate .75 and .78 with scores on the Primary Process Scale, 

suggesting that these two scales may be measuring the same 

underlying construct. 

The College Vocabulary Test (Gough and Sampson, 1954) was 

used in the present study as a measure of verbal ability and 

verbal intelligence. Form A, which was used in the present study 

consists of 75 multiple-choice questions using vocabulary items 

of relatively high difficulty. The authors report data from a 

small sample of undergraduates at the University of California 

(Gough and Sampson, no date). For males (n - 37) mean score was 

38.18 with s.d. of 10.73, and for females (n - 41) 35.47 with 

s.d. of 9.51. Alternate form reliabilities for forms A and B were 

.88 for males and .86 for females. The authors also report that 



for a group of 70 medical school applicants the correlation of 

College Vocabulary scores with the Verbal Ability scale of the 

Medical Colleges Admission Test was .64. 

Tests of Creativity Besides the instruments already 

discussed, three tests to measure creativity were used in the 

present study: the fiarron-Welsh Art Scale, the Creativity Scale 

for the Adjective Check List, and the Obscure Figures Test. 

Because it is widely known and used in the study of 

creativity, the Barron-Welsh Art Scale (BWAS) will not be 

discussed in as much detail as the other two instruments. The 

BWAS (Welsh, 1959) is a part of the Welsh Figure Preference Test, 

and consists of 86 drawings which the subject is asked to rate 

either L (Like) or D (Don't Like). The scale appears to measure 

aesthetic sensitivity and liking for complexity, factors thought 

to be associated with creativity. Artists score higher than non-

artists on the scale, and among artists scores on the test 

correlate around .40 with ratings of artistic promise. 

Furthermore, the test has been shown to differentiate between 

creative and non-creative individuals in the field of 

architecture, science and mathematics (Gough, 1961). 

Domino's Creativity Scale for the Adjective Check List (1970) 

consists of 59 items from the Adjective Check List (Gough and 

Heilbrun, 1965) which were determined by instructor ratings to 

differentiate creative from non-creative college students. The 

scale was cross-validated on groups of 400 male and 400 female 



high school students who had been separated into creative and 

non-creative groups on the basis of course participation, teacher 

ratings and psychological tests. The ACL Creativity scale was 

found to differentiate significantly between creative and non-

creative students in the areas of art, literature and science, 

with point-biserial correlation coefficients ranging from .24 to 

.45, with mean correlation of .39. No significant difference in 

scores was found between males and females. 

The Obscure Figures Test (McReynolds and Acker, 1968) 

consists of forty line drawings that are both simple and 

ambiguous. Subjects are asked to write down what they think each 

drawing might represent. They are asked to make their responses 

as clever or unusual as possible. A judge then scores each 

response for originality and appropriateness. McReynolds and 

Acker (1968) report having obtained inter-rater reliabilities of 

.90 for a sample of 50 firemen, and of .85 for a sample of 43 

college students. Information on the validity of the Obscure 

Figures Test is not substantial. However, in the twin study by 

Domino et al. (1976) mentioned earlier, scores on the OFT were 

found to correlate .42 and .37 with RAT scores for identical and 

fraternal twins respectively, and to correlate .48 and .34 with 

Similes scores, and .50 and .33 with scores on the Quick Word 

Test. As originally developed, the Individual Differences 

Questionnaire (IDQ) yielded scores on two scales, Verbal and 

Imagery, which were intended to be relevant to the two-system 



theory of cognitive processing advanced by Paivio (1971). 

However, a subsequent study by Paivio and Harshman (1983) 

indicated that the test is factorially complex. In the present 

study, the IDQ was scored in two alternative ways, both suggested 

in Paivio and Harshman's article. 

First, all subjects received scores on the two global scales, 

"Verbal" and "Imagery", which had been established by a two-

factor factor analytic solution by Paivio and Harshman. 

Theoretically, a subject's "Verbal" and "Imagery" scores indicate 

the degree to which he or she relies on verbal or imagery 

processes in thinking. 

Secondly, subjects received scores on 6 shorter scales, 

designated Factors 1 to 6, which were based on a six-factor 

factor analytic solution also proposed by Paivio and Harshman. 

These scales could reasonably be characterized as follows: 

Factor 1 -- Good verbal expression and fluency; 

Factor 2 -- Habitual use of imagery; 

Factor 3 -- Concern with correct use of words; 

Factor 4 -- Self-reported reading difficulties; 

Factor 5 -- Use of images to solve problems; 

Factor 6 -- Vividness of dreams, daydreams and imagination. 

The scales for Factors 1 to 6 do not share any items with 

each other, nor do the Imagery and Verbal scales share any items 

with each other. However, the Imagery and Verbal scales do share 

items with the scales for Factors 1 to 6. For instance, many of 



the items in the scale for Factor 4, Reading Difficulties, are 

also included in the Verbal scale. 

Very little psychometric information is available regarding 

the the IDQ, and Faivio and Harshman (1983) state that it is 

still in the process of being developed. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

Data analysis was performed for all subjects who had taken 

all tests and submitted at least two dream reports, N - 126, 75 

females and 51 males. Means and standard deviations of all test 

and dream variables were calculated by sex and for all subjects, 

and are reported in Table 1. 

Intercorrelations of all variables for males are reported in 

Table 2, and for females in Table 3. 

Because means and standard deviations were similar for males 

and females for all relevant variables except Number of Dreams, 

data from the sexes was combined during subsequent analysis. 

Table 4 gives the pooled intercorrelations. 

Several features of the data shown in Table 4 are of special 

relevance. 

(1) RAT scores correlated .19 with Primary Process, .21 with 

Everydayness, and .31 with Dream Length, with all correlations 

statistically significant. 

(2) College Vocabulary scores correlated .21 with Primary 

Process, .26 with Everydayness, and .31 with Dream Length, with 

all correlations statistically significant. 

(3) Similes Scores did not significantly correlate with Primary 

Process, Everydayness, or Dream Length. 

(4) RAT and College Vocabulary scores correlated .46. 



TABLE 1: MEANS AND STANDARD 
FOR ALL SUBJECTS AND BY SEX 

DEVIATIONS FOR ALL VARIABLES 

HALES 
MEAN SD 

FEHALES 
KEAN SD 

ALL SUBJECTS 
KEAN SD 

1. College Vocabulary Test 29.0 8.8 26.4 7.3 27.4 8.0 

n 4i Retote Associates Test 10.0 4.7 10.8 5.1 10.5 4.9 

3. Priiary Process Scale 4.6 7.8 25.5 7.1 25.2 7.4 

4. Everydayness Scale 33.6 9.1 32.8 7.6 33.1 8.2 

5. Average Nunber of Words Per Dream 124.7 96.6 138.0 83.8 132.6 89.0 

6. Nuaber of Dreass Reported 6.0 3.3 8.0 4.3 7.2 4.0 

7. Obscure Figures Test 131.1 15.6 131.0 19.2 131.0 17.8 

B. Siniles Test 68.0 16.9 68.3 14.3 68.2 15.4 

9. ACL Creativity Scale 28.2 7.9 29.2 8.7 28.8 8.4 

10. Barron-Helsh Art Scale 28.9 14.1 29.0 13.8 29.0 13.8 

11. IDQ Iaagery 52.2 5.0 52.9 4.7 52.6 4.8 

12. IDQ Verbal 40.8 5.6 42.2 5.5 41.7 5.6 

13. IDQ Factor 1 (Verbal Expression) 44.7 9.3 46.1 9.7 45.5 9.5 

14. IDQ Factor 2 (Habitual Ieagery) 55.3 7.2 56.6 6.4 56.0 6.7 

IS. IDQ Factor 3 (Correct Usage) 40.2 9.2 37.8 8.4 38. B 8.8 

16. IDQ Factor 4 (Reading Difficulties) 37.6 13.5 34.2 13.5 35.6 13.6 

17. IDQ Factor 5 linages for Problens) 49.2 12.B 47.5 11.5 48.2 12.0 

18. IDQ Factor 6 (Vividness of Dreass) 52.5 8.1 54.9 7.8 53.9 8.0 
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TABLE 2 

CORRELATIONS OF ALL VARIABLES OBSERVED 
MALE SUBJECTS ONLY (N = 51) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1. College Vocabulary Test — .76** .22 .301 .40*1 .55** .431* .30* .02 

2. Reaote Associates Test - .17 .20 .34* .26 .32* .40tt .02 

7 vt Priaary Process Scale — .861* .44** .16 .15 .11 .22 

4. Everydayness Scale ~ .50** .20 .19 .07 .12 

5. Average Nuiber of Hords Per Dreaa — .22 .24 -.18 .14 

6. Nuiber of Dreais Reported — .28* .21 -.13 

n i $ Obscure Figures Test — .20 .26 

8. Siailes Test -.04 

9. ACL Creativity Scale 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 

* p < .05; ** p < .01; 



TABLE 2 (CONT'D) 
CORRELATIONS OF ALL VARIABLES OBSERVED 
MALE SUBJECTS ONLY (N = 51) 

51 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

1. College Vocabulary Test -.35* .301 .44** .321 .36** -.43** -.59** .00 .45** 

2. Reaote Associates Test -.351 .19 .3611 .14 .29* -.42** -.46** -.14 .35* 

3. Prisary Process Scale -.24 .25 .35* ,41ft .23 -.14 -.16 -.04 .38** 

4. Everydayness Scale -.31* .24 .23 .331 .26 -.05 -.18 -.02 .45** 

5. Avrg No. of Words Per Drean -.04 .12 .17 .27 .24 -.16 -.10 -.16 .05 

6. Nutber of Dreass Reported -.08 .05 .23 .18 .06 -.20 -.19 .00 .25 

7. Obscure Figures Test -.01 .28* .18 .24 .23 -.03 -.25 .04 .23 

8. Siniles Test -.2BI .16 .24 .02 .16 -.17 -.44** .22 .40** 

9. ACL Creativity Scale .10 .02 .16 .26 .02 -.12 .03 -.11 -.02 

10. Barron-Nelsh Art Scale — -.16 -.24 -.17 -.13 .08 .49** .01 -.34* 

11. IDQ Iaagery — .17 .24 .89** -.06 -.25 .61** .57** 

12. IDQ Verbal ~ .85» .14 -.78** -.74** -.04 .37** 

13. IDQ Factor 1 (Verbal Expression) — .25 -.53** -.57** .08 .33* 

14. IDQ Factor 2 (Habitual Iaagery) — -.02 -.27 .48** .47** 

15. IDQ Factor 3 (Correct Usage) 

16. IDQ Factor 4 (Reading Difficulties) 

17. IDQ Factor 5 (Iiages for Problems) 

18. IDQ Factor 6 (Vividness of Dreaas) 

.5911 .03 -.22 

- -.02 -.3911 

-- .27 

* p < .05; Up < .01; _ 



TABLE 3 
CORRELATIONS OF ALL VARIABLES OBSERVED 
FEMALE SUBJECTS ONLY (N = 75) 

1. College Vocabulary Test .271 .231 .21 .26* .22 .36** .12 .10 

2. Reuote Associates Test -- .19 .22 .28! .241 .491* .23* .12 

3. Pritary Process Scale - .85*1 .63** .11 .24* -.04 -.06 

4. Everydayness Scale — .6311 .13 .17 • -.01 -.OB 

5. Average Nuiiber of Nords Per Dreai — .01 .12 -.02 -.14 

6. Nuaber of Dreans Reported — .22 • -.03 .00 

t 1 $ Obscure Figures Test — .35** .28* 

6. Siiiles Test — -.03 

9. ACL Creativity Scale 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 

t p < .05; ** p < .01; 
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TABLE 3 (CONT'D) 
CORRELATIONS OF ALL VARIABLES OBSERVED 
FEMALE SUBJECTS ONLY (N = 75) 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

1. College Vocabulary Test .05 .04 .28* .22 -.04 -.26* -.21 .07 .15 

2. Reiote Associates Test -.04 .00 -.01 .10 .07 .15 -.17 .05 .00 

3. Primary Process Scale .10 .16 .16 .20 .15 -.06 -.07 .07 .24* 

4. Everydayness Scale . .00 .20 .18 .24 .18 -.05 -.08 .18 .22 

5. Avg. No. of Nords Per Drea* .10 .06 .13 .21 .09 -.09 -.07 .12 .14 

6. Number of Dreass Reported .16 .06 .04 .08 .10 .04 -.23* -.08 .14 

7. Obscure Figures Test -.10 .17 .18 .241 .14 -.12 -.14 .20 .13 

8. Siiiles Test -.10 .01 .10 .08 -.02 -.17 -.17 .03 .13 

9. ACL Creativity Scale .07 .36** .10 .16 .29* .02 .07 .09 .27* 

10. Barron-Welsh Art Scale — -.13 -.09 -.16 -.17 -.08 .01 -.06 .07 

11. IDQ laagery — .24* .261 .83** -.09 -.03 .55** .58** 

12. IDS Verbal — .9111 .19 -.76** -.60** .10 .28* 

13. IDQ Factor 1 (Verbal Expression) — .26* -.55** -.56** .15 .30** 

14. IDQ Factor 2 (Habitual laagery) — -.02 -.03 .38** .30** 

15. IDQ Factor 3 (Correct Usage) -- ,41t* .00 -.26* 

li. IDQ Factor 4 (Reading Difficulties) — .21 -.25* 

17. IDQ Factor 5 (Iaages for Probleis) — .26* 

18. IDQ Factor 6 (Vividness of Dreais) 

* p < .OS; Up < .01; 
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TABLE 4: CORRELATIONS OF ALL VARIABLES OBSERVED 
ALL SUBJECTS (N = 126) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1. College Vocabulary Test — .46*1 .211 .2611 .3111 .2911 .38** .20* .06 

2. Reiote Associates Test .191 .211 .311* .26** .44*1 .3011 .09 

3. Primary Process Scale -- .851* .5411 .14 .20* .03 .05 

4. Everydayness Scale — .5611 .14 .18* .03 .00 

5. Average Nuaber of Nords Per Drea* — .10 .16 -.10 -.02 

6. Nuaber of Dreaas Reported — .2311 .06 -.03 

7. Obscure Figures Test -- .2BU .27*1 

8. Siailes Test -- -.03 

9. ACL Creativity Scale 

t p < .05; tt p < .01; 
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TABLE 4 (CONT'D) 
CORRELATIONS OF ALL VARIABLES OBSERVED 
ALL SUBJECTS 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

1. College Vocabulary Test -.13 .15 .33** .25** .13 • -.31** • -.35** .05 .25** 

2. Reaote Associates Test -.16 .0B .14 .12 .16 -.09 -.29** -.03 .15 

3. Priaary Process Scale -.04 .21* .25ft .2911 .19* -.10 -.11 .01 .30** 

4. Everydayness Scale . -.14 .22) .19$ .2711 .211 -.04 -.11 .09 .31** 

5. Avg. No. of Herds Per Dreaa .04 .09 .15 .24** .17 -.13 -.09 -.01 .10 

6. No. of Dreaas Reported .07 .07 .13 .13 .11 -.08 -.24** -.07 .20* 

7. Obscure Figures Test -.06 .211 .17 .24** .17* -.08 -.18* .14 .16 

8. Siailes Test -.18 .08 .16 .06 .06 -.17 -.29 .12 .25** 

9. ACL Creativity Scale .08 .221 .13 .20* .18* -.04 .04 .00 .17 

10. Barron-Nelsh Art Scale — -.14 -.15 -.17 -.15 -.01 .20* -.03 -.10 

11. IDQ Iaagery — .221 .2611 .86** -.09 -.13 .56** .58** 

12. IDQ Verbal — .8911 .18* -.77** -.66** .03 .33** 

13. IDQ Factor 1 (Verbal Expression) — .26** -.55** -.56** .12 .32** 

14. IDQ.Factor 2 (Habitual Iaagery) — -.03 -.14 .42** .38** 

IS. IDQ Factor 3 (Correct Usage) ~ .50** .02 -.26** 

16. IDQ Factor 4 (Reading Difficulties) 

17. IDQ Factor S (Iaages for Probleis) 

IB. IDS Factor 6 (Vividness of Dreaas) 

.12 -.3211 

- .2511 

I p < .05; ** p < .01; 



TABLE 5: LENGTH AND FREQUENCY OF SLEEP MENTATION REPORTS AS 
RELATED TO IQ AND VOCABULARY SCORES 
(DATA FROM FOULKES, 1982) 

SLEEP VARIABLE TEST VARIABLE PEARSON'S r 

REM Report Frequency Full Scale IQ .56 

Verbal IQ .51 

Performance IQ .51 

NREM Report Frequency Full Scale IQ .63 

Verbal IQ .70 

Vocabulary .63 
Sleep Onset Report 
Frequency Vocabulary .67 

REM Report Length None 

NREM Report Length Verbal .51 

Vocabulary .72 

Sleep Onset Report 
Length Vocabulary .53 
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The models proposed earlier In this article were rejected 

without computer analysis because they clearly did not fit the 

data. Specifically, all the proposed models had assumed that 

vocabulary knowledge does not have an effect on Dream Length or 

"any effects, either direct or indirect, on dream 

imaginativeness." But the empirically derived correlations flatly 

contradicted both assumptions. Thus instead of the models 

originally proposed, Models 4 and 5 (see Figures 4 and 5) were 

tested. Both of these models assumed that a single factor, here 

called "verbal ability" for the sake of convenience, affected 

scores on both the College Vocabulary Test and the RAT. 

In Model 4, the idea was tested that verbal fluency 

influences Dream Length, which in turn influences ratings for 

Dream Imaginativeness. The EQS Arbitrary Generalized Least 

Squares (AGLS) solution for this model yielded a chi-square of 

1.913 with 3 degrees of freedom and p - .59, indicating a good 

fit of the model to the data. The largest residuals were .098, 

.091 and .048, with an average absolute standardized residual of 

.03. 

In Model 5, the alternative idea was tested that verbal 

ability influences both Dream Length and Dream Imaginativeness 

directly, and that Dream Imaginativeness then has an effect on 

Dream Length. The AGLS solution for this model yielded a chi-

square of 1.096 with 2 degress of freedom and p - .58, indicating 

a good fit of the model to the data. The largest residuals were 



.079, -.064 and .040, with an average absolute standardized 

residual of .023. 

A survey of the data indicated that the Number of Dreams 

reported by subjects correlated meaningfully with the variables 

included in Models 4 and 5. Therefore, two more models were 

tested, Models 4a and 5a (shown in Figures 6 and 7), 

reduplicating Models 4 and 5, but with the addition of the 

variable Number of Dreams. 

The AGLS solution for Model 4a yielded a chi-square of 5.038 

with 7 degrees of freedom and p - .66, indicating a good fit of 

the model to the data. The largest residuals were .104, -.101 and 

.096, with an average absolute standardized residual of .0454. 

The AGLS solution for Model 5a yielded a chi-square of 4.209 

with 6 degrees of freedom and p - .65, indicating a good fit of 

the model to the data. The largest residuals were -.091, .084 and 

.067, with an average absolute standardized residual of .0328. 



CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

The findings of the present study present something of a 

paradox, because although failing to conform with the 

experimental hypotheses, they nevertheless suggest several 

interesting conclusions. 

The study began with the hypothesis that waking metaphorical 

ability exerts an influence on dream imaginativeness. This 

ability, in turn, was assumed to be independent of waking 

vocabulary knowledge. A principal finding of the study, however, 

was that waking vocabulary knowledge is itself related to dream 

imaginativeness. The data suggests that there is a factor, 

tentatively labeled "verbal ability", with substantial loadings 

on both Vocabulary and RAT scores, which influences the length of 

home dream reports and their imaginativeness. 

The implications of this finding extend in several 

directions, and will be discussed under separate headings in the 

pages that follow. However, for readers preferring a briefer 

discussion, the findings of the present study can be briefly 

summarized as follows: 

(1) RELATIONSHIP OF WAKING CREATIVITY AND INTUITIVENESS TO THE 

IMAGINATIVENESS OF DREAMS. Previous studies have found a 

relationship between waking creativity or "intuitiveness" on the 

one hand, and dream imaginativeness or bizarreness on the other. 



The findings of the present study suggest that this relationship 

may arise because many measures of waking creativity or 

intuitiveness are influenced by verbal ability, which also 

influences dream length and imaginativeness. 

(2) RELATIONSHIP OF WAKING METAPHORICAL ABILITY TO DREAM 

IMAGINATIVENESS. The present study did not find a relationship 

between waking metaphorical ability and dream imaginativeness. 

However, insofar as the two are both affected by verbal ability, 

a relationship should exist. Perhaps it was not found in the 

present study because the instrument used to measure metaphorical 

ability, the Similes test, did not yield sufficiently reliable 

scores with the college population studied. 

(3) RELATIONSHIP OF DREAM LENGTH AND DREAMLIKENESS. Noting that 

scores for dream bizarreness, emotionality and "dreamlikeness" 

are highly correlated with dream report length, Antrobus (1983, 

1986) has argued that a causal relationship exists such that 

"dreamlikeness" is simply a function of dream length. He has 

further argued that REM reports are more "dreamlike" than NREM 

reports simply because REM reports are longer. 

An alternative theory would argue that the causal 

relationship is exactly the opposite of that proposed by 

Antrobus, and that a dream report's length is a function of the 

number of strange and unusual events it contains. 

Both Antrobus' theory and the alternative theory were tested 

using the causal models discussed in the "Results" section, and 



were found to fit the data equally well. Contrary to what 

Antrobus has argued, the high intercorrelation of report length 

and "dreamllkeness" does not necessarily indicate that report 

length is the "cause" and dreamllkeness the "effect." 

(4) RELATIONSHIP OF DREAM RECALL TO WAKING MEMORY ABILITIES AND 

INTELLIGENCE. A commonly accepted view is that dream recall is 

related to neither waking memory abilities nor intelligence. 

However, the relevant literature does not support such a view. If 

anything, the opposite view is supported, albeit weakly. 

(5) VISUAL MEMORY AND DREAM RECALL. Another commonly accepted 

view is that dream recall is related to "visual memory". However, 

a survey of the relevant literature indicates that the 

relationship is not strong, and may be due to the influence of 

verbal intelligence on some so-called "visual memory" tasks. 

(6) IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ACL CREATIVITY SCALE, THE OBSCURE 

FIGURES TEST AND THE INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES QUESTIONNAIRE. The 

data collected incidentally in the present study provides useful 

information regarding these three instruments. 

The six points which have just been summarized will be 

discussed more fully in the remaining sections of this article. 



Relationship of Creativity and Intultiveness 

to the Imaginativeness of Dreams 

The present findings shed new light on several studies which 

have found a relationship between waking creativity or 

intultiveness on the one hand and dream imaginativeness on the 

other. As discussed above, Domino (1976) found that the dreams of 

creative high school students received higher Primary Process 

scores than did those of their less creative classmates. 

Furthermore, within each group Primary Process scores were found 

to correlate significantly with an index obtained by combining 

scores from the RAT and the Alternate Uses Test. In a later 

study, Sladeczek and Domino (1985) found that the dreams of 

adults nominated by others as creative received significantly 

higher Primary Process scores than those of adults not so 

nominated. 

The present findings raise the possibility that in both of 

these studies subjects rated as creative received higher Primary 

Process scores primarily because they had higher verbal ability. 

In both, an attempt was made to control for intellectual ability. 

In the study by Domino (1976) creative subjects were matched with 

non-creative controls by grade point average and geographic area 

of residence, and in that by Sladeczek and Domino (1985) creative 

and non-creative subjects were matched by age and level of 

college education. However, in the absence of more precise 



measures of verbal ability, the interpretation of the findings in 

both studies is subject to some doubt. Vere the differences in 

dream content due to differences in creativity, verbal ability, 

or both? 

In particular, the intra-group correlations obtained in the 

Domino (1976) study invite reinterpretation. The correlations 

found between Primary Process scores on the one hand, and the 

index of RAT and Alternate Uses scores on the other, could well 

reflect the influence of differential verbal abilities, since no 

attempt was made to control for intelligence or verbal ability in 

obtaining these correlations. The correlations obtained by 

Domino, .29 and .45, were higher than those obtained in the 

present study. However, his subjects apparently came from a 

broader range of ages than those in the present study, a factor 

which may have tended to increase the correlations. 

Also subject to reinterpretation are the findings of Cann and 

Donderi (1986), who found that subjects characterized as more 

intuitive by the Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) had a higher 

proportion of archetypal dreams. As part of their system for 

rating archetypal dream content, Cann and Donderi used Kluger's 

Everydayness scale, which was also used in the present study. The 

question arises whether the correlation they found between MBTI 

Intuition scores and ratings for archetypal dream content might 

be accounted for by the relationship between verbal ability and 

dream imaginativeness found in the present study. 



The MBTI Sensation-Intuition scale attempts to measure an 

individual's orientation to abstract ideas, innovation and the 

future (High Intuition-Low Sensation) versus orientation to 

physical objects, concrete realities and the present (Low 

Intuition-High Sensation). Given such a rationale, scores on the 

scale might be expected to correlate with verbal skills. And in 

fact, among students from liberal arts colleges, correlations of 

.34 to .40 have repeatedly been found between MBTI intuition 

scores and scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Verbal Test (Myers, 

1962). 

It is worth noting that all three of the studies mentioned 

here relied upon the diary method of dream collection. A narrow 

interpretation that would fit the findings of these three and the 

present study would be as follows: the imaginativeness or 

implausibility of home dream reports is positively related to the 

waking verbal ability of the dreamer. 

Relationship of Waking Metaphorical Ability 

to Dream Imaginativeness 

It would be tempting to conclude from the present study's 

findings that no relationship exists between waking metaphorical 

ability and dream imaginativeness. Two pieces of data would 

support such a conclusion. First, no relationship was found 

between scores on the Similes Test and dream imaginativeness. 



Secondly, the present data did not indicate that a factor of 

"metaphorical facility," independent of general verbal ability, 

has an influence on dream imaginativeness. 

However, some caution is indicated by the very phrase 

"independent of general verbal ability." At the start of the 

present study, the assumption was made that "metaphorical 

fluency" was distinguishable from, and perhaps even independent 

of, vocabulary level. However, this assumption may well have been 

incorrect. A sizable possibility exists that metaphorical fluency 

is closely 

related to vocabulary level, and to the factor identified in the 

present study as "verbal ability ". If so, a relationship between 

metaphorical fluency and dream imaginativeness would still be 

expected. 

But if a relationship between the two exists, why were 

Similes scores not related to dream imaginativeness in the 

present study? Two possible explanations suggest themselves, the 

first having to do with measurement problems, the second with 

operational definitions. The first explanation bears on the 

reliability of the Similes test when it is used with college 

students. The scorer of the Similes test is required to judge 

whether a subject's response to a particular item is a "common" 

one or not. As the author found, however, such a judgement is 

often very difficult to make. He noticed several times that 

although he considered a particular response to be common or 



uncommon when he began scoring protocols, he had changed his mind 

by the time he finished. The manual of the Similes test presents 

an extensive list of "common" and "uncommon" answers which the 

scorer can refer to in making such judgements. However, this list 

appears to be based on the responses of grade school students, 

and in the author's experience did not always accurately reflect 

the frequency or infrequency with which responses were made by 

the college students who participated in the present study. 

A possibility exists, then, that the Similes scores obtained 

in the present study are less reliable than those obtained for 

other tests. The best way to examine this possibility would be to 

obtain inter-rater reliabilities. However, they were not computed 

for two reasons. First, scoring the Similes test is so difficult 

that a second scorer would require considerable time to learn the 

rules and then perform the necessary scoring. Secondly, assuming 

that the scoring were performed and the inter-rater reliabilities 

found to be unsatisfactory, the information would be of minimal 

value. Given the pattern of inter-correlations in the present 

data, there is very little chance that a new factor of 

"metaphorical fluency" would be identified, loading on both the 

Similes test and the RAT. Thus, given the amount of time that 

would be required, and the very small possibility of obtaining 

additional useful information, inter-rater reliabilities were not 

computed. 



A second explanation can also be advanced as to why waking 

metaphorical ability was not related to dream imaginativeness in 

the present study. The theory underlying the study suggested that 

individuals with high waking metaphorical ability should have 

more metaphorical dreams. Unfortunately, there is no immediately 

obvious way to measure the degree to which a particular dream is 

"metaphorical" rather than "literal". So the assumption was made 

that, on the whole, metaphorical dreams are more strange and 

bizarre than literal dreams. Based on this assumption, "dream 

metaphor" was operationalized as "dream implausibility" or "dream 

bizarreness", as measured by the Primary Process and Everydayness 

scales. 

Two objections might be made to this assumption, however. 

First, if there is indeed a relationship between the degree to 

which a dream is "metaphorical" and the degree to which it is 

"implausible", the association probably is not perfect. And the 

less perfect the relationship, the smaller is the probability 

that a significant relationship will be found between waking 

metaphorical ability and dream implausibility, even though people 

with higher waking metaphorical ability do in fact have more 

metaphorical dreams. The problem is a common one in psychology, 

where an index (years of education) correlates with an underlying 

construct (intelligence), but does not always correlate 

significantly with the same variables as the construct does. 



Secondly, it might be objected that the assumption discussed 

above is incorrect because good metaphors are not necessarily 

implausible or bizarre. Good metaphors or similes frequently 

employ homely or "everyday" imagery, whether in poetry ("My 

love's like a red, red rose"), religion ("The Lord is my 

shepherd") or science (light is like waves). Therefore, one might 

predict that people high in waking metaphorical ability would 

indeed have more metaphorical dreams, but that these dreams would 

not necessarily employ bizarre or implausible imagery. On the 

contrary, "everyday" imagery in a dream might be a mark of 

metaphorical elegance. 

Given all the considerations just discussed, perhaps the most 

that can be said is that although no association was found 

between waking metaphorical fluency and dream imaginativeness in 

the present study, the existence of such an association is still 

possible, even plausible given the underlying influence of verbal 

ability. However, the central problem of this study, whether 

people with high waking metaphorical ability have more 

metaphorical dreams, remains unresolved. 

Relationship of Dream Length and Dreamlikeness 

Noting that the length of dream reports typically correlates 

.50 to .60 with their ratings for "dreamlikeness," Antrobus 

(1983, 1986) has argued that "dreamlikeness" is a direct function 



of report length. For example, a well-established finding Is that 

REM reports are more "dreamlike", that is, visual, emotional and 

bizarre, than NREM reports. Antrobus argues that these 

observations simply reflect the fact that REM reports are longer. 

In his view, REM sleep results in longer reports, and longer 

reports result in higher ratings for "dreamlikeness." 

The present study examined the idea that dreamlikeness is 

simply a function of report length. The dimension of 

dreamlikeness studied was "bizarreness" or "implausibility," as 

measured by the Primary Process and Everydayness scales, which 

correlated with report length .54 and .56 respectively. Models 4 

and 5 tested two hypotheses concerning the relationship of dream 

implausibility, report length, and waking verbal ability. 

Model 4, as well as Model 4a, reflects Antrobus' hypothesis 

that dream implausibility is a function of dream length. If the 

hypothesis is true, then one would predict that the effect of 

verbal ability on dream imaginativeness would be mediated 

entirely by report length. The idea is that verbal ability leads 

to longer dream reports, and that the longer a dream report, the 

greater the probability that impossible or unlikely events will 

occur in it. 

Model 5, as well as Model 5a, reflects a more complex state 

of affairs. Several lesser hypotheses are "built into" the model. 

First is the sub-hypothesis that verbal ability has a direct 

effect on the length of home dream reports. There are several 



reasons why such an effect might exist. Individuals with higher 

verbal ability might have longer dreams, have better memory of 

them, or simply be more expansive in writing about them. 

The second sub-hypothesis is that verbal ability directly 

affects the degree of dream implausibility or imaginativeness. 

The idea here is that people with high verbal ability may be more 

proficient at generating dream narratives that are strange and 

out of the ordinary. 

The third sub-hypothesis is that dream implausibility 

directly affects report length. In other words, a dream with a 

great deal of strange events will take longer to describe than 

very few or no strange events. 

An analogy to Model 5 would involve the production of written 

stories by school children. One might predict that the brighter 

children would show more imagination in their stories, and also 

write longer stories. In such a case, story length would be 

viewed more as a consequence than a cause of a story's 

imaginativeness. One would not predict, for example, that the 

duller children, if forced to write as much as the brighter ones, 

would thereby produce equally imaginative stories. 

As the analysis reported in the Results section shows, both 

Models 4, 4a, 5 and 5a all fit the data quite well, and on the 

basis of the present data Models 4 and 4a cannot be judged 

superior to Models 5 and 5a. On the one hand, Model 4 might be 

preferred because it is simpler and more parsiminous. But the 



advantage is minor, since Model 4 is only slightly simpler than 

Model 5. 

On the other hand Model 5 might be preferred because it fits 

"common sense" better: one would expect the dreams of people with 

higher mental ability to be different in quality, richer and more 

complex, and not simply longer, than those of people with lower 

abilities. But the evidence for dream correlates of waking 

cognitive ability among adults is scanty, and common sense does 

not have much data to back it up. 

The conclusion, therefore, must be that both models are 

equally adequate given the present data. And this in itself is of 

some significance. The finding serves as a warning that although 

the correlation between dream length and dream imaginativeness is 

indeed substantial, one cannot easily conclude, as Antrobus would 

like to do, that one variable is the cause and the other the 

effect. 

Relationship of Dream Recall to Waking 

Memory Abilities and Intelligence 

By itself, this study's finding that verbal ability is 

related to both the length and the implausibility of dream 

reports could be explained in at least four ways. 

(a) Differential dream production. Individuals with high waking 

verbal ability may create dreams that are different in respect to 



length, imaginativeness, emotionality or other feature which 

would tend to make the dreams more memorable. 

(b) Differential dream encoding. Individuals with high verbal 

ability may be better at encoding dreams in a manner that makes 

retrieval easier when awake. One possibility is that such 

individuals have more complex mental schemata to which dream 

content are assimilated during encoding. Another possibility is 

that these individuals are more adept at encoding ongoing dream 

content in the verbal code. In either case, the result would be 

an enhanced ability to retrieve material encoded during dreaming. 

(c) Differential dream retrieval. Even if encoding processes were 

the same for individuals high and low in verbal ability, a 

difference could still exist in the ability to retrieve dream 

material. Why such a difference should exist, given equality in 

encoding, is difficult to explain. 

(d) Differential dream reporting. Perhaps individuals high and 

low in verbal ability recall dreams equally well, but simply 

differ in their ability to report what they recall, particularly 

when the reporting method requires the dreamer to describe the 

dreams in writing. 

Of these four interpretations, the last, differential dream 

reporting, would seem particularly attractive. The proposition 

that highly verbal people tend to be more fluent, expansive and 

complete when describing dreams in writing is simple and 

consistent with common sense. Furthermore, among studies 



examining the waking personality and cognitive factors related to 

dream recall, none seems to have identified verbal ability as 

being particularly significant. Instead, factors such as 

motivation, repression-sensitization, dream salience and visual 

memory have most commonly been mentioned in relationship to dream 

recall. 

There is one piece of data, however, suggesting that the 

fourth explanation might not be the only correct one: In the 

present study, the same factor of "verbal ability" which was 

correlated with dream length was also significantly correlated 

with dream recall frequency. That is, subjects who scored higher 

on the RAT and College Vocabulary Test tended to report not only 

longer dreams, but also more dreams than subjects who scored 

lower. This finding is reflected in Models 4a and 5a. At least 

two possibilities seem to exist, both intriguing. First, if the 

frequency of home dream reports is taken as an accurate index of 

dream recall, an assumption made in some well accepted studies 

(Hiscock and Cohen, 1973; Cory et al. 1975), the evidence of the 

present study suggests that "verbal ability" may affect not 

simply report style, but memory for dreams as well. This is a 

startling conclusion, for how could prior research have 

overlooked such a basic relationship? And if it exists, how might 

it be explained? To use the categorizations suggested above, 

would it be best explained in terms of dream production, dream 

encoding or dream retrieval? 



The second possibility is that verbal ability does not affect 

actual dream recall, but merely affects the frequency with which 

subjects report dreams in studies using home dream diaries. This 

possibility, though not as intriguing as the first, is still of 

considerable importance from a methodological viewpoint. Several 

influential studies which have examined the relationship of dream 

recall to waking characteristics of dreamers such as visual 

memory (Hiscock and Cohen, 1973; Cory et al.. 1975), or to dream 

characteristics such as salience (Cohen and MacNeilage, 1974), 

have relied on data from dream diaries or from questionnaires 

measuring home dream recall. But if verbal ability affects 

frequency of home dream reports, it should probably be controlled 

in such studies. Otherwise the possibility exists that the 

relationships observed simply reflect the influence of the same 

underlying variable, verbal ability, on the observed variables. 

For example, if verbal ability influences both dream salience and 

report frequency, then one would expect these two factors to be 

intercorrelated even if no causal relationship existed between 

them. 

The present section of this article will cover two topics. 

First, it will discuss those studies which have examined the 

relationship of dream recall to waking memory ability. And 

secondly, it will discuss those studies which have examined the 

relationship of dream recall to waking intelligence or verbal 



ability. The meaning of these studies will be re-assessed in the 

light of the present study's findings. 

The conventional wisdom concerning the relationship of memory 

processes, intelligence and dream recall has been stated by 

Goodenough in his review of research on dream recall: 

Home dream reporters and nonreporters have been compared on 
standard tests of memory in the waking state in a number of 
studies (e.g., Barber, 1969; Cohen, 1971; Puryear, 1963). 
Intelligence has been examined in many other studies (e.g., 
Antrobus, et al., 1964; Ramsey, 1953; Schonbar, 1959; Singer & 
Schonbar, 1971). There is no persuasive evidence from these 
studies that nonreporters are less intelligent or are lower in 
specific waking memory abilities. (Goodenough, 1978, p. 130) 

Of the seven studies cited by Goodenough in this passage, five 

are readily accessible and will be treated in some detail in the 

following section. The main points can be stated quite simply 

beforehand. First, the existing evidence regarding the 

relationship of waking memory ability and dream recall is 

extremely weak, and any conclusion that the two are unrelated is 

premature. Secondly, the evidence regarding the relationship of 

verbal intelligence and dream recall, though also weak, is more 

consistent with the view that the two are related than with the 

view that they are not. Goodenough is technically correct when he 

states that there is no persuasive evidence that dream recall is 

related to intelligence or waking recall. But this lack of 

evidence should not be interpreted to mean, as it seems to have 

been in the past, that no relationship exists. Instead, it may 

well indicate a lack of thorough research. 



Discussion may begin with the studies cited in Goodenough's 

article regarding waking memory abilities and dream recall. The 

first citation refers to a 1969 study by Barber which was 

presented at the 1969 meeting of the Association for the 

Psychophysiological Study of Sleep, reported in a 5-inch abstract 

in Psvchophvsiology (Barber, 1969), and subsequently described 

with additional details by Cohen (1971). 

The published descriptions of the study are quite sketchy and 

do not provide any quantitative data or statistical information. 

Apparently the study consisted of two parts. During the first 

part, 41 Reporters and 34 Nonreporters (the method of defining 

group membership is not given) were called during the night at 

home by phone until 5 dream reports had been collected from each 

subject. Naturally, more calls were necessary for Nonreporters 

than Reporters. Six week later, all subjects were asked to recall 

the dreams they had reported earlier. Reporters were able to 

recall more of their dreams than Non-reporters. Barber concluded 

that there were "differences in the recall process." 

During the second part of the study, 15 Reporters and 15 

Nonreporters were given various unspecified memory tests, 

including one test where they were asked to recall dream reports 

previously collected from Reporters and Nonreporters. Both groups 

of subjects were better able to recall reports from Reporters 

than from Nonreporters. However, the groups did not achieve 

different scores on the various memory tests. 



Goodenough (1978) has discussed this study in some detail, 

pointing out that Nonrecallers may not only remember fewer 

dreams, but also have vaguer recollections of whatever dreams 

they do recall. If their dream reports are indeed hazier or more 

poorly organized, then this fact could account for the fact that 

both Recallers and Nonrecallers find them difficult to recollect. 

Another weakness of the "memory tests" in the second part of 

the study is that they were performed with only 30 subjects, 15 

in each group. Such a sample size might not provide enough 

statistical power to detect a difference between the groups if it 

indeed existed. 

But the crucial point about this study, it would seem, is 

that the full details concerning its procedures and findings have 

never been published and therefore remain beyond scrutiny. Though 

interesting, its value as scientific evidence is close to zero. 

The second memory-related study cited by Goodnough is that of 

Cohen (1971), which consisted of two parts. In the first, an 

unspecified number of female subjects who were participating in a 

study concerning the menstrual cycle and dreams kept dream 

diaries for three days. At the end of the three days, each 

subject listened to two "stories", which had been derived from 

dreams reported by subjects in an earlier study. After hearing 

the stories, subjects were exposed to a distracting task 

involving color naming for 30 seconds and were then asked to 

recall the two stories. 



For each subject, the reports from the three dream diary 

reports were scored for vague and vivid imagery, details and 

feelings, and richness of detail and integration of detail. This 

procedure resulted in a score for "amount of home dream recall." 

No significant correlation was found between subjects scores for 

"amount of home dream recall" and their ability to recall the two 

stories they had heard. 

In the second part of the study, which involved 20 male 

undergraduates as subjects, the experimenters used TAT cards 

rather than "stories" as the target in the recall task, in order 

to test "visual" rather than "verbal" memory. The distractor task 

was also changed. Subjects' "amount of dream recall" was computed 

in the same way as in the first part of the experiment. Again, no 

correlation was found between performance on the memory task and 

dream recall. 

Cohen finishes his paper by citing the results of an 

unpublished study by Lewin and Aharonson on dream recall among 

children, and concludes, "It is clear from these results, those 

of the Barber study, and the results from the two studies 

reported here, that long- or short-term memory ability for 

intellectual, verbal, fantasy, and purely visual material is not 

a factor contributing to productivity of dream recall." 

Such sweeping conclusions are hardly supported by this study, 

howeverwhich has two serious weaknesses. First, it 

operationalized "amount of dream recall" in a highly 



Idiosyncratic way. Common ways to measure "amount of dream 

recall," are (a) number of dreams recalled (b) number of nights 

on which dreams are recalled or (c) number of words in dream 

reports. Instead of using any of these, the study utilized an 

unvalidated numerical scale which rated dreams according to 

vividness of imagery, richness of detail, and so on. 

Unfortunately, the article offers no explanation why this scale 

was chosen instead of a more common and obviously appropriate way 

of measuring amount of dream recall. 

The second major problem with the study is that its "memory 

tests" were far from exhaustive. Telling subjects two stories, 

then making them engage in a distractor task, and then asking 

them to recall the stories, probably measures some aspect of 

memory. But it is difficult to say which one. The study would 

have been considerably more convincing if it had looked at 

several different aspects of memory (e.g. recall and recognition, 

serial recall, incidental memory, memory for complex material 

with and without distractor tasks, episodic and semantic memory) 

before concluding that no relationship exists between waking 

memory ability and dream recall. 

In summary, then, Goodenough cites three articles in support 

of the view that no connection exists between waking memory 

ability and dream recall. Of these three, one (Puryear, 1963) is 

a doctoral dissertation and not easily available. Of the 

remaining two, one (Cohen, 1971) is weak, and the other (Barber, 



1969) extremely weak. If all the evidence consisted of these 

studies, the best conclusion would be that the whole subject of 

waking memory ability and dream recall has been insufficiently 

explored. 

However, two studies published subsequent to Goodenough's 

review add to the data available concerning waking memory ability 

and dream recall. The first, a study by Butler and Watson (1985), 

was a dream laboratory study using only 12 male subjects who had 

been previously identified as infrequent home dream recallers. 

When subjects were awakened from REM in the laboratory, those who 

scored higher on the WAIS Block Design test remembered 

significantly more dreams than those who scored lower. Dream 

recall frequency was also found to be significantly related to 

Visualization scores on the Kit of Reference Tests for Cognitive 

Factors, and to Digit Span and Mental Control scores on the 

Wechsler Memory Scale. 

The main weakness of Butler and Watson's study was the small 

size of its sample. In another study of cognitive factors and 

dream recall, however, Martinetti (1985) used 222 undergraduate 

subjects. He too found a significant relationship (t - 3.77, p < 

.001) between dream-journal determined dream recall frequency and 

WAIS Digit Span scores, as well as a relationship between dream 

recall frequency and subjects' GPA. 

These two studies, taken with those cited by Goodenough, 



weakly support the view that dream recall frequency is related to 

waking short term memory, as well as other factors. 

The situation is similar regarding the relationship of 

intelligence and dream recall. Of the four studies cited by 

Goodenough, the present author was able to locate three, each of 

which is discussed below. 

The study by Ramsey (1953) is an interesting review of the 

scientific literature on dreaming in the era preceding the 

discovery of REM sleep by Aserinsky and Kleitman (1953). Ramsey 

presents no empirical evidence of his own concerning intelligence 

and dreams, but cites seven studies regarding intelligence and 

dreams, six of them done with children. Interestingly, even 

though Goodenough cites Ramsey in support of the view that no 

relationship exists between intelligence and dreaming variables, 

Ramsey himself says, 

The whole question of intelligence and frequency of 
dreaming has not been adequately studied. ... It 
appears to the reviewer that the dream life of 
individuals should reflect the range, richness and 
variety of mental activities which are associated with 
the higher levels of intellectual capacity. (Ramsey, 
1953, p. 437) 

Thus, Ramsey himself does not support the view which 

Goodenough attributes to him. A similar misattribution occurs in 

respect to Schonbar's (1959) study. Schonbar's subjects were 42 

teachers and school counselors enrolled in a graduate summer 

course. Each subject kept a dream diary for 28 days and was 



administered a series of waking tests, including a vocabulary 

test. On the basis of the diaries, Schonbar selected those 

subjects who were frequent Recallers of dreams (N - 13) and those 

who were Nonrecallers (N - 15) and compared their scores on the 

waking tests. Interestingly, and contrary to what Goodenough 

seems to suggest, Schonbar did find that Recallers and 

Nonrecallers differed significantly in respect to Vocabulary 

level (t - 1.79, p - .05 one-tailed, r point-biserial - .35). 

In a related study, Singer and Schonbar (1961) looked at the 

relationship of vocabulary scores with dream recall. Again, the 

28-day dream diary approach was used to estimate dream recall 

frequency. The subjects were 44 female graduate students in 

education, most of whom were teachers. In this study, only a low 

and non-significant correlation (r - .08) was found between 

Vocabulary Level and dream recall frequency. 

However, this second study should probably not be considered 

decisive. Singer and Schonbar's subjects were exceptionally well 

educated and so probably scored unusually high on the vocabulary 

test. With the range of vocabulary scores so greatly restricted, 

the possibility of finding a correlation between vocabulary 

scores and criterion variables was considerably reduced. In her 

earlier study, Schonbar (1959) reports that the mean vocabulary 

score for her subjects was at the 90th percentile for the normal 

adult population. Although Singer and Schonbar (1961) provide no 

comparable information, the subjects in both studies appear to 



have been much alike, and one may presume an equally high mean 

vocabulary level. 

To summarize. Of the three available studies cited by 

Goodenough regarding the relationship of intelligence and dream 

recall, one (Ramsey, 1953) is a 35-year-old literature review, 

providing no empirical evidence of its own, but offering the 

opinion that a relationship exists between intelligence and dream 

recall. The second (Schonbar, 1959) actually found a significant 

correlation between vocabulary knowledge and dream recall 

frequency. And the third (Singer and Schonbar, 1961) found no 

correlation, possibly because subjects had too narrow a range of 

vocabulary scores. Not cited by Goodenough, but certainly 

relevant to the issue of intelligence and dream recall, are two 

studies by Connor and Boblitt (1970) and Williamson et al. 

(1970). Connor and Boblitt (1970) found that among 149 subjects, 

most of them undergraduates, dream recall frequency, as estimated 

by questionnaire, correlated significantly with intelligence as 

measured by two separate tests, the Shipley Institute of Living 

Scale (r - .37, p < .01) and Scale B of the 16PF (r - .26, p < 

.01). 

However, Villiamson et al. (1970) found no significant 

correlation between questionnaire-measured dream recall frequency 

and scores on the Shipley Institute of Living Scale in a group of 

82 undergraduate subjects. 



Both of these studies were carried out at the University of 

South Carolina, using similar instruments, and had the same 

secondary author. One may wonder why they obtained opposite 

results. Williamson et al. (1970) are critical of their own 

findings, pointing out that the range of Shipley scores in their 

sample was only about one-half as wide as that to be expected in 

a normal adult population. But why, then, were not similar 

problems encountered in the study by Connor and Boblitt, which 

also used the Shipley with a similarly restricted population? 

Certainly, one problem with both studies is their choice of 

scales to measure intelligence. Neither the Shipley vocabulary 

scale (Staff of the Neuro-Psychiatric Institute of The Hartford 

Retreat, 1940) nor Scale B of the 16PF (IPAT staff, 1972) was 

designed specifically for use with college populations, and both 

are most useful for quickly sorting subjects into three rough 

categories, impaired, normal and superior. These two scales 

cannot be expected to make fine discriminations concerning the 

intelligence of undergraduates, most of whom would presumably 

fall into the normal and superior categories. 

In any case, taking these last two studies along with those 

mentioned by Goodenough, the best conclusion seems to be that 

the issue of intelligence and dream recall has not been well 

researched, but such evidence as exists weakly suggests that 

intelligence and dream recall frequency may be related. 



This survey of the research related to verbal intelligence 

and dream recall will conclude by looking at Foulkes' extensive 

and seldom quoted study of children's dreams (Foulkes, 1982). As 

part of his study, Foulkes administered either the Wechsler Adult 

Intelligence Scale (WAIS) or the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 

Children (VISC) to 22 subjects (8 females, 14 males) ages 13 -

15. He reports correlations between scores on these tests and a 

variety of dream variables. The relevant correlations obtained by 

Foulkes are given in Table 5. 

Several cautions should be observed in interpreting Foulkes' 

data. First, the N size was only 22. Secondly, different 

instruments, the VAIS and the WISC, were apparently used with 

different subjects in assessing intelligence. Thirdly, and most 

importantly, Foulkes calculated thousands of intercorrelations 

between test and dream variables and reported only those which 

attained statistical significance at the .05 level. This 

approach, although understandable, necessarily resulted in a 

large number of "significant" correlations that reflected nothing 

more than the operation of chance. Furthermore, given the low 

number of subjects, the correlational tests lacked power and so 

failed to identify true correlations below the .45 level or so. 

Nevertheless, even given these limitations, Foulkes' data is 

suggestive. As he notes, the reports of his 13- to 15-year-old 

subjects resembled those of adults in many ways. Of interest, 

therefore, is the fact that these subjects' scores on the Verbal 



IQ subtest and the Vocabulary subscale appeared to correlate with 

the frequency and length of their NREM and sleep onset reports. 

One might be tempted to speculate that the patterns found 

among Foulkes' subjects also exist for adults, and account for 

the correlation found in the present study between verbal ability 

on the one hand and length and frequency of dream diary reports 

on the other. Perhaps adults with higher verbal ability give more 

and longer dream diary reports because of differences in NREM 

recall. The problem with this explanation, however, is that NREM 

tend to be considerably shorter than REM reports. Thus, if high-

verbal subjects were remembering more NREM reports, one would 

expect the average length of their reports to be shorter. Just 

the opposite is true. High-verbal subjects had both more and 

longer dream reports. Nevertheless, Foulkes data suggests that 

the relationship found in the present study between verbal 

ability and dream recall was probably not a fluke. In fact, taken 

together, the studies reviewed here suggest that verbal 

intelligence and dream recall frequency are indeed positively 

related. 

Visual Memory and Dream Recall: A Reassessment 

As mentioned above, a commonly accepted point of view has 

been that intelligence and dream recall are unrelated among 

normal subjects. Also commonly advanced is the view that dream 



recall is related to "visual memory" but not to short- and long-

term memory for verbal material. 

The preceding section examined the evidence concerning dream 

recall and memory for verbal material and found it quite weak. 

The section that follows will take a similar look at the evidence 

concerning dream recall and "visual memory." The conclusions may 

be stated beforehand. First, only two studies (Hiscock and Cohen, 

1973; Cory et al.. 1975) have examined the relationship between 

dream recall and "visual memory." Secondly, neither study 

conclusively demonstrates that frequent dream Recallers have 

better "visual memory" than Nonrecallers. Instead, each study 

found that Recallers were superior to Nonrecallers on certain 

memory tasks with a visual component. The memory tasks were such, 

however, that they included a verbal as well as a visual 

component, and the possibility exists that Recallers performed 

better because they were more proficient at the verbal aspects of 

the tasks. In short, Recallers' superiority on the "visual 

memory" tasks may have been due to superior verbal abilities. 

In the first of the two studies, Hiscock and Cohen (1973) 

used 71 subjects, 34 of whom were frequent dream recallers and 37 

infrequent recallers according to data gathered from 

questionnaires. The experimental design relied heavily on a 

Paired-Associate Learning (PAL) task developed by Bugelski, Kidd, 

and Segmen (1968) and Paivio (1969). During the first trial of 

the experiment, all subjects were given a recall test in which 



they were presented with lists consisting of ten concrete nouns 

paired with the numbers 1-10 (for example, one-library, two-

potato, and so on). On this first trial, no difference was found 

between the performance of frequent and infrequent recallers. 

Prior to the second trial, all subjects memorized a list of 

rhymes for the numbers 1-10 (one-bun, two-shoe, three-tree). 

Next, subjects were instructed to use the rhymes as aids in 

memorizing another list that was similar to the one they had been 

given during the first trial. One half of the subjects in each 

group were given "imagery" instructions, and told to form an 

image combining the rhyme word and the object to be memorized. 

For instance, if the first pair presented was "one-pencil", they 

should try to picture a pencil in a bun. The other half of the 

subjects were given "association" instructions, and told to 

combine the rhyme words mentally with the names of the objects, 

by saying to themselves, for instance, "one-bun-pencil." After 

receiving these instructions, subjects were presented with 

another list similar to the first they had been given. 

The experimenters hypothesized that frequent dream recallers 

are better at visualization than non-recallers, and that 

therefore frequent recallers in the "imagery" condition (FR-1) 

would perform better on the memory test than infrequent recallers 

in that condition (IF-I). This prediction was substantiated by 

the data. That is, when frequent and infrequent recallers used 

the "imagery" strategy during the second trial, the frequent 



recallers performed significantly better, even though there had 

been no difference between the groups during the first trial. 

The one difficulty was that the experimenters also found an 

effect they had not predicted. Vhen frequent and infrequent dream 

recallers used the "association" strategy, the frequent recallers 

again performed significantly better. In other words, frequent 

dream recallers performed better in both the "imagery" and the 

"association" conditions. 

The experimenters made the best of their results, pointing 

out that one important prediction had been confirmed, and that 

frequent dream recallers did indeed perform better at memory 

tasks involving mental imagery. They also pointed out that the 

frequent recallers had scored higher on a shortened version of 

the Betts Questionnaire Upon Mental Imagery. But the question 

remained: why did the frequent recallers also score higher using 

the "association" strategy? Do frequent recallers possess another 

specific cognitive skill in addition to imagery ability that 

allows them to remember dreams better? Or is there perhaps one 

underlying factor which affects (1) performance on tasks 

requiring the use of imagery, 

(2) performance on tasks involving verbal rehearsal of target 

material, and (3) dream recall? 

Given the results of the present study, one might even ask if 

performance in the three areas just mentioned might not be 

related to intelligence or verbal ability. For example, it is 



conceivable that individuals with high verbal ability might 

perform better on the "imagery" task used in the Hiscock and 

Cohen (1973) study than individuals with lower ability. Simply 

because the task is labeled as an "imagery" exercise does not 

necessarily mean that performance on it would be unaffected by 

verbal intelligence. For example, when a subject in the imagery 

condition is shown the words "one-pencil" and tries to picture a 

pencil in a bun, he must first recall that the word "one" is 

associated with the word "bun", which in turn is associated with 

the mental image of a bun. Might not verbal intelligence 

facilitate the subject's ability in making these connections? 

Another possibility is that frequent dream recallers 

performed better in both the "imagery" and the "association" 

conditions because the frequent recallers were brighter and 

better able to learn new lessons quickly, and so were better at 

adopting the imagery and associational mnemonic strategies taught 

by the experimenters. Interestingly, infrequent recallers in the 

association condition performed no better on the second that the 

first trial. Perhaps the "association" mnemonic strategy was so 

difficult and cumbersome that less intelligent subjects were 

unable to learn it quickly and use it effectively. 

The possibility exists, then, that the results reported by 

Hiscock and Cohen (1973) reflect a difference in verbal as much 

as in imagery ability. The same possibility exists for the other 

study frequently cited in this field, Cory et al. (1975). 



The experimenters in this study administered a questionnaire 

regarding frequency of dream recall to a large pool of 

undergraduates, selecting 50 subjects from the top and 50 from 

the bottom quartiles. Subjects were then administered three 

different memory tasks. In the first or "incidental" memory task, 

subjects were shown 50 slides depicting various objects and asked 

to write down the color of each. Then, when the slides had all 

been shown, subjects were unexpectedly asked to recall as many of 

the objects as they could. In the second or "short term" memory 

task, subjects were shown each of two collages for 20 seconds, 

each collage consisting of 20 drawings of objects commonly 

mentioned in the dream reports of college students. Immediately 

after presentation of each collage, students were asked to write 

down as many of the objects as they could remember. The third or 

"long term" memory task was administered exactly 30 minutes after 

the second task. Subjects were simply asked to think back to the 

two collages which they had been shown earlier and write down as 

many of objects as they could now remember. 

The researchers found that frequent dream recallers, as 

identified by questionnaire, scored significantly higher on all 

three of the memory tasks than did infrequent recallers. All 

subjects also filled in a dream diary questionnaire for 12 

mornings, answering questions concerning the presence and clarity 

of dreaming the previous night. On the basis of this diary 

questionnaire, subjects were re-classified as frequent or 



infrequent recallers and analyses were again performed. Again 

frequent dream recallers were found to have scored significantly 

higher on all three memory tasks, although the size of the effect 

was considerably smaller than it had been using the simple 

questionnaire approach. 

Several important observations can be made about this study. 

First, performance on the "long term" memory task was obviously 

affected by performance on the "short term" task. The same 

collages were used in both tasks with the same subjects, so that 

subjects who performed high on the short-term task clearly had a 

better chance of getting the material into long-term store than 

subjects who performed low on the task. Not surprisingly, the 

experimenters report that subjects' short term and long-term 

performance correlated .78. Furthermore, the results of a 

discriminant function analysis described in the article indicate 

that performance on the short-term task was the best predictor of 

dream recall frequency, and that performance on the long-term 

task did not significantly improve predictability. 

The second point worth noting is that although frequent 

recallers showed superiority at remembering the visual collages, 

there is no certainty that this superiority was due to better 

imagery skills and not, say, to superior verbal encoding skills. 

For example, the possibility exists that many subjects were able 

to perform better on the test because they said to themselves the 

names of the objects depicted in the drawings and thus stored 



information in the verbal code. It might be that frequent dream 

recallers do not so much have superior imagery skills, as that 

they are better at using verbal strategies to recall visual 

input. 

The third point concerning the study by Cory et al. is that 

the effect they discovered was in fact quite small. As mentioned 

above, subjects in this study did not constitute a continuous 

distribution but were taken from only the upper and lower 

quartiles of scores determined by a retrospective questionnaire. 

Such a strategy, although legitimate and useful, tends to inflate 

effect size. 

The author of the present study performed the necessary 

calculations to determine the effect size in the study by Cory et 

al. The researchers had used two measures to estimate subjects' 

dream recall frequency, a retrospective questionnaire and a dream 

diary. When the data regarding the relationship of questionnaire-

determined recall and waking memory was re-analyzed by the 

present author, the effect size (omega squared) was found to be 

.19, indicating that the effect of dream recall frequency 

accounted for approximately 19% of the variance observed. When 

analysis was performed using the more stringent measure of recall 

frequency, the twelve-day dream diary questionnaire, the effect 

size was .05. 

For comparison, data from the present study was reanalyzed, 

using only data from those subjects whose number of dream reports 



placed them In the upper and lower quartiles for dream recall 

frequency (number of dreams less than 5 or greater than 8). Using 

this strategy, the effect size of dream recall frequency on RAT 

scores was .09 (t - 2.74, N - 32 and 34) and on College 

Vocabulary scores was .16 (t - 3.73, N - 32 and 34). Though no 

statistically testable comparison is possible, it would appear 

that the effect of verbal ability on dream recall frequency in 

the present study is at least as strong as the effect of "visual 

memory" identified in the Gory et al. study. And when the more 

stringent criterion of dream recall frequency is used, that is, 

actual dream diary records, the effect identified in the present 

study appears strikingly larger. 

Simply put, the factor of "verbal ability" identified in the 

present study seems to affect dream recall frequency at least as 

strongly as the factor of "visual memory" identified by Cory et 

al. (1975). And as the preceding discussion has tried to suggest, 

the factor of "verbal memory" may actually be an underlying 

variable responsible for the correlation between "visual memory" 

and dream recall frequency. Future research could examine the 

question of whether waking "visual" memory is indeed related to 

dream recall once waking verbal ability has been controlled for. 



Implications Regarding the ACL Creativity Scale. 

the Individual Differences Questionnaire 

and the Obscure Figures Test 

In the present study, several instruments not directly 

related to the experimental hypotheses were administered to 

subjects in order to provide a broader picture of the 

relationship between waking creativity and dream content and to 

suggest directions for future research. This section will discuss 

three of these instruments -- the ACL Creativity scale, the 

Obscure Figures Test, and the Individual Differences 

Questionnaire --in the light of the data obtained. 

The ACL Creativity scale (Domino, 1970) was not found to 

correlate with any of the dream variables in the present study. 

This finding is not surprising when one realizes that the scale 

also failed to correlate significantly with the College 

Vocabulary Test and the Remote Associates Test. Apparently the 

ACL Creativity scale does not load on the factor of "verbal 

ability" which influences dream length, dream imaginativeness and 

dream recall frequency. 

Scores on the ACL Creativity scale were found to correlate 

significantly with those on the Obscure Figures Test, the IDQ 

Imagery factor, and Factors 1 and 2 (Verbal Expression and 

Habitual Use of Imagery) of the IDQ. Correlations with the 

Barron-Welsh Art Scale and the Similes Test were not significant. 



The Obscure Figures Test (McReynolds and Acker, 1968) 

correlated significantly with dream scores on the Everydayness 

and Primary Process scales as well as with dream recall 

frequency. Its correlation with dream length approached 

significance. 

Apparently, scores on the Obscure Figures Test are strongly 

influenced by verbal ability. OFT scores in the present study had 

a .38 correlation with CVT scores and a .44 correlation with RAT 

scores. These correlations were quite high, especially 

considering that the CVT and RAT showed only a .46 correlation 

with each other. 

OFT scores were also found to correlate significantly with 

several of the factorial scales of the IDQ -- Imagery, and 

Factors 1, 2 and 4 (Verbal Expression, Habitual Use of Imagery, 

and Reading Difficulties). 

As was stated earlier in this article, the Individual 

Differences Questionnaire (Paivio and Harshman, 1983) is composed 

of several separate scales identified through factor analysis, 

each of which will be discussed separately below. The Imagery and 

Verbal scales are more "global" scales, designed to measure the 

degree to which subjects employ visual and verbal strategies when 

thinking. Factors 1 through 6 are shorter, measuring more 

specific habits and skills related to the visual-verbal 

distinction. 



In the present study, scores on the IDQ Imagery scale were 

significantly correlated with Primary Process and Everydayness 

scores. An understanding of these correlations Is possible when 

one realizes that Primary Process and Everydayness scores also 

correlated with scores on IDQ Factors 2 and 6 (Habitual Use of 

Imagery and Vividness of Dreams and Daydreams). In other words, 

Individuals who report that they frequently use mental Imagery to 

think or remember, or Imagine described events, or that they have 

vivid dreams and daydreams, do seem to have more Imaginative 

dreams. 

IDQ Imagery scores were also found to correlate with scores 

on the Obscure Figures Test and the ACL Creativity scale. 

Scores on the IDQ Verbal Scale were found to correlate .33 

with those on the College Vocabulary Test, providing some support 

for the scale's convergent validity. IDQ Verbal scores also 

correlated significantly with Primary Process and Everydayness 

Scores, with the correlations perhaps again reflecting the 

underlying influence of the factor of "verbal ability". 

Scores on IDQ Factor 1 (Verbal Expression) were significantly 

correlated with scores on the College Vocabulary Test and on the 

Primary Process and Everydayness Scales, as well as with scores 

on the Obscure Figures Test and the ACL Creativity scale. Taken 

together, these correlations provide convergent validity for the 

Factor 1 scale and suggest that it loads on the factor of "verbal 

ability". 



Scores on IDQ Factor 2 (habitual use of imagery to solve 

problems or imagine described events) were correlated with 

Primary Process and Everydayness scores, as well as with scores 

on the Obscure Figures Test and the ACL Creativity scale. 

Scores on IDQ Factor 3 (concern for correct English usage) 

were correlated significantly with scores on the College 

Vocabulary Test. 

Scores on IDQ Factor 4 (self-reported reading difficulties) 

were negatively correlated with scores on the College Vocabulary 

Test, the Remote Associates Test, and the Obscure Figures Test, 

probably reflecting the underlying influence of verbal ability. 

IDQ Factor 4 scores were also correlated negatively with dream 

recall frequency, and positively with scores on the Barron-Welsh 

Art Scale. 

Scores on IDQ Factor 6 (vividness of dreams and daydreams) 

were correlated with scores on the Everydayness and Primary 

Process scales, as well as with dream recall frequency. These 

correlations provide convergent validity for the Factor 6 scale, 

indicating that scores on it are indeed related to the 

imaginativeness of dreams and the frequency with which they are 

recalled. Worth noting is the fact that the IDQ was administered 

to subjects at the beginning of the experiment, ruling out the 

possibility that subjects' scores on Factor 6 were influenced by 

the keeping of dream diaries. 



APPENDIX A: REVISED VERSION OF KLUGER'S 
SCALE FOR EVERYDAYNESS 

Note: Sudden or unexplained transitions in space or time do not 
count as unlikely or impossible events in determining a dreams 
score, except as noted in rules for score 5. 

1 DREAM JUST LIKE EVERYDAY LIFE 

2 SLIGHT VARIATIONS FROM EVERYDAY LIFE --Happens to a very 
large number of people at some time in their lives. 

3 UNLIKELY VARIATIONS FROM EVERYDAY LIFE -- Rare event, but 
happens to a significant number of people each year. 
Examples: mrder, rape, severe car accident. 

4 VERY UNLIKELY VARIATIONS FROM EVERYDAY LIFE -- Hardly happens 
to anybody (say, less than ten people out of each ten 
million) or probably happens to nobody but is not impossible. 

5 A SINGLE IMPOSSIBLE TWIST TO A DREAM THAT IS OTHERWISE 
POSSIBLE. Also scored 5 is a dream that fits the criteria for 
score 4 and contains at least one transition that is both 
impossible and non-cinematic. 
(A cinematic transition is one that is sudden and impossible, 
but would make sense if seen in a movie or t.v. show. That 
is, a sudden transition occurs, but one that is a logical 
extension of the story line. A non-cinematic transition is 
one that would not make sense in the same way, involving an 
illogical or highly unlikely divergence from the previous 
story line.) 

6 SEVERAL IMPOSSIBLE TWISTS, BUT STILL SOME CONNECTIONS TO 
EVERYDAY LIFE 

7 VERY REMOTE FROM EVERYDAY LIFE, OR WITH THE FEELING TONE OF 
THE STRANGE AND UNFAMILIAR 
(Note that to receive a 7 a dream does not have to contain 
any impossible events) 
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